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ABSTRACT 
Evolution is emergence and disappearance of species traits due to small-scale 
mutations and genome rearrangements in favour of species fitness to their dynamic 
environment. Genome rearrangements happen when DNA breaks in two or more 
positions ( breakpoint ) and reassembles in a different order. Comparative analyses 
of contemporary genomes have shown that several genomic regions have been 
resistant to any form of structural modification ( synteny regions) . This could 
indicat e the functional implication of t h ose regions in survival and/ or reproduction 
of t he species. Whereas the genomic regions t hat have been more subj ected to 
rearrangements (fragile regions) could be for example, associated to traits that 
differentiat e species. Our objective in this Master thesis 'wa.s to design and develop 
an approach to identify these fragile regions on human genome. Renee, we selected 
11 well-sequenced vertebrates, 10 from different major superorders of mammalian 
tree of life and chicken as an outgroup. We then extracted the mult iple sequence 
alignment (MSA) of the selected genomes from the MSA of 45 species against 
human genome a.vaila.ble on UCSC genome browser public site. Using comparative 
analysis and Lowest Common Ancestor method we have identified 33 ,424 human 
lineage specifie breaks on chromosome 1. With a sliding window approach on 
the chromosome 1, we computed the enrichment breakpoints of the regions· of 
chromosome 1. We identified 72 fragile regions of size 70 Kbp to 140 Kbp. These 
regions are a.ssocia.ted to genes known to be associated to disease. Finally, t he 
developed approach will constitute an ideal framework to study t he whole genome 
and then exploit the predictions in the study of the correlation between fragile 
regions and cancer associated rearrangements. 
Keywords. breakpoint, synteny regions, rearrangements, comparative analysis, 
fragile regions. 
RÉSUMÉ 
L'évolut ion est l'émergence et la disparition des caractéristiques des espèces dues à 
des mutations à petite échelle et réarrangements génomiques en faveur de l'adapta-
tion des espèces à leur environnement dynamique. Les réarrangements génomiques 
se produisent lorsque l'ADN se casse en deux ou plusieurs posit ions (points de 
rupture ) et se remonte dans un ordre différent. Des analyses comparatives de 
génomes contemporains ont mont ré que plusieurs régions génomiques ont été ré-
sist antes à toute forme de modification structurelle (régions de synténic). Ce qui 
pourrait indiquer l'implication fonctionnelle de ces régions en matière de survie 
et / ou de reproduction de l'espèce. Considérant que les régions génomiques qui 
ont été plus soumises aux réarrangements (régions fragiles) pourraient être, par 
exemple, associées à des traits qui distinguent les espèces . Not re objectif dans ce 
mémoire de maît rise est de concevoir et de développer une approche pour identi-
fier ~es régions fragiles dans le génome humain. Par conséquent , nous avons sélec-
tionné 11 vertébrés bien séquencés, 10 à partir de différents grands superordres de 
mammifères arbre de la vie et le poulet comme exogroupe. On a extrait ensuite 
l'alignement de séquences multiples (MSA) des génomes sélectionnés à part ir de 
l'alignemenL multiple de séquences de 45 espèces contre le génome humain dispo-
nibles sur le "UCSC genome browser ". En ut ilisant une approche basé sur l'analyse 
comparative et la méthode du plus proche ancêtre commun, nous avons identifié 
33,424 cassures de synténies sur le chromosome 1. Avec une approche de fenêtre 
coulissante passée sur le chromoso~e 1, nous avons calculé l'enrichissement des 
cassures de synténies sur les différentes régions du chromosome 1. Cela a permis 
d 'identifier 72 régions fragiles de taille variant de 70 Kbp à 140 Kbp . Ces régions 
sont associées à des gènes connus pour être associés à plusieurs maladies. Enfin, 
l'approche développée constit ue un cadre idéal pour étudier le génome complet, 
puis exploiter les prévisions de l'étude dans la corrélation ent re les régions fragiles 
et les réarrangements associés au cancer. 
Mots clés. points de rupture, régions de synténie, réarrangem ents, analyses com-
paratives, régions fragiles. 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 I TRODUCTION 
Biological information needed for every living organism to survive and repro-
duce is encoded in its genome. The genomes of all organisms, except a group 
of viruses, consist of a double stranded deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). DNA is a 
linear polymer of a combin:ation of four types of a monomeric 'structure called 
nucleotide. Each nucleotide is made up of three components : 1) a pentose sugar 
(2~deoxyribose), 2) a nitrogenous base (adenine, cytosine, guanine and thymine. 
3) a phosphate group. These four nucleotides are as follows : Adenosine triphos-
phate (dATP), Cytidine triphosphate (clCTP) , Guanosine triphosphate (dGTP) 
and Thymidine triphosphate (dTTP) , or when referring to a DNA sequence, A, 
C, G and T , respectively. See Figure 1.1. The double stranded DNA forms when 
two single-strandecl DNA molecules coil arouncl each other in opposite direction 
and hydrogen bonds-interactions pair the bases on the two strands (Base-pairing). 
These hydrogen bonds are specifically between an adenine on one strand and a 
thymine on the other strand , or between a cytosine and a guanine. The double 
helix structure gives the DNA enough stability to protect genomic information. 
Figure 1.2 shows the commonest structural conformation of the DNA double helix 
in living cells (B-conformation). In this conformation the DNA double helix is 
2 
about 2 nm or 20 Â in diameter. 
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Figure 1.1: 11 (A) The general structure of a deoxyribonucleotide, the type of nu-
cleotide found in DNA. (B) The four bases that occur in deoxyribonucleotides 11 
(Brown, 2002). 
1.1.1 Genome organization in vertebrates 
Genome size in vertebrates varies from 100Mb (mega bases pairs or millions of 
base pairs) to several Gb (giga base pairs or billions of base pairs) while human 
haploid genome size is "'3.08 Gb(Consortium et al., 2004b). The majority of geno-
mic material in all vertebrates is enclosed in the nucleus by the nuclear membrane. 
This portion of the genome is called nuclear genome, and is divided in big seg-
ments, which are wrapped around octamers of histone proteins. This structure is 
known as 'beads-on-a-string'. Each segment is coiled and compacted into 30 nm 
fibers called chromatin structure (DNA-histone complexes). See Figure 1.3. This 
30 nm form is the most common form of the chromatin in the nucleus between 
each cell division cycle. Furthermore, during the cell division, the 30 nm structure 
coils and packs more and more (super coiling) to its most compact form, which 
would be visible under the light microscope in metaphase stage of cell division 
(Bernardi, 2005; Brown, 2002). This condensed structure is also known as chro-
3 
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Figure 1.2: "(A) Two representations of a DNA double helix. On the left the 
structure is shown with the sugar-phosphate 'backbones' of each polynucleo-
tide drawn as a red ribbon with the base pairs in black. On the right the 
chemical structure of the sugar backbone for three base pairs is given. (B) 
A base-pairs with T , and G base-pairs with C. The bases are drawn in out-
line, with the hydrogen bonding indicated by dotted lines. Note that each G-
e base pair has three hydrogen bonds whereas an A-T base pair has just two. 
The structures in part (A) are redrawn from Turner et al. ( 1997) (le ft) and 
Strachan and Read (1999) (right) ." (Brown, 2002). The figure is taken from 
http : //www . ncbi.nlm . nih.gov/books/NBK21134/ 
30 nm 
Figure 1.3: "The solenoid model for the 30 nm chromatin fiber : The beads-on-
a-string structure of chromatin is condensed by winding the nucleosomes into a 
helix with six nucleosomes per turn." (Brown, 2002) . 
4 
mosome. Metaphase is the stage after the termination of DNA replication . Each 
chromosome in this stage has two copies of a replicated DNA segment. The two 
copies are attached together at sorne place on the chromosome structure called 
centromere (See Figure 1.4) . Centromere on each chromosome has specifie loca-
tion. Thus, chromosomes could be distinctly identified by virtue of their size and 
the location of their centromeres. Chromosomes are also distinguishable in terms 
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Figure 1.4: The figure shows the steps in DNA packaging from a double stranded 
DNA to chromosome structure during the cell division. The figure is taken from : 
http://imgkid . com/nuc l eosome - structure . shtml 
of the patterns of reaction to different staining methods. Any staining method 
results in a banding pattern, which is specifie to each chromosome. This is due to 
the non-homogeneous chemical nature of t he genome. Figure 1.5 shows the hu-
man chromosome 1 stained with Giemsa stain. Dark bands represent regions with 
higher A= T pairings as light bands represent C=G. Other than linear nuclear 
genome, mitochondria carry t he rest of genome content in t he form of a circular 
5 
a 
Figure 1.5: a : Human chromosome 1 stained by Giemsa stain. It is ta-
ken from : http : //http : //www . ncbi . nlrn . nih. gov/rnapview/rnaps . 
cgi?TAXID=9606&CHR=l&MAPS=ideogr[0.00 : 15100 . 00]. b : Human 
chromosome 1 ideogram. It is taken from: http : //ghr .nlrn . nih . gov/ 
chrornosome/1 
dsDNA. Mitochondria are the power house of t he cells and their genome replicates 
independently from nuclear genome (Brown, 2002). 
1. 1.2 Regions of vertebrate genome 
Other than the non-homogeneous chemical nature of the genome, as it is obser-
vable in their reactions to stains in karyograms, genomic regions are not homoge-
neous in terms of their func tions either. Such unique differences could be used to 
categorize genomic regions. Genomic regions could be classified in the following 
groups : 
- Coding : Codes for proteins and RNAs (Coding and noncoding genes) 
- Regulational : Regulates those coding regions (Promoters) 
- Structural : Responsible for genome structure ( Centromeres and telo-
meres) 
- Non functional : Regions with no evidence of functional activities 
6 
Genes 
Genes may be the most important part of the human genome as they carry bio-
logical information that code for biological molecules (polypeptide/ protein and 
RNA molecules). Most genes are expressed through an intermediate molecule, 
called messenger or mRNA, which is transported outside the nucleus and will be 
translated to specifie protein in the cytoplasm. Another group of genes are not 
protein coding genes and they code for non-coding RN As, which play various roles 
in the cell such as regulation (Brown, 2002). 
Other genomic regions 
- Pseudogenes : Genome is constantly subjected to changes and modifications. 
One of the products of such modifications could be genes that have lost their 
functions. These non-functional genes are called Pseudogenes (Brown, 2002) . 
- Repetitive DNA : Repetitive DNA seems to be originated from transposable 
element, which are DNA segments that jump from one place to another and leave 
a copy of themselves as they move (Brown, 2002). These repetitive segments are 
known to have a higher rate of mutation and participa te in genome rearrangements 
driving the evolution. Such rearrangements could modify gene regulation and ex-
pression without any modification in coding regions (Shapiro and von Sternberg, 
2005) . Also, it has be en shown th at modifications in repetitive regions could af-
fect chromatin formation which suggested their structural function in the genome 
(Shapiro and von Sternberg, 2005). 
1.1.3 Human genome organization 
The size of human haploid nuclear genome is estimated to be around "'3.08 Gb. 
This DNA is divided into 23 pairs of chromosomes. 22 pairs are autosomes, and 
7 
two sex chromosomes, X and Y. (Brown, 2002) . See Figure 1.6. The rest of the 
human genome is stored in mitochondria. The mitochondrial is much smaller than 
the nuclear genome. It has only 16 569 bp and contains 37 genes (Brown, 2002). 
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Figure 1.6: 23 pairs of human chromosomes. This image is ta-
ken from http : //education-porta l . com/academy/ l esson / 
karyotype-definit i on-disorders-analysis . html#lesson 
Coding regions in human genome 
The human genome contains about 22,000 genes (Rosenbloom et al., 2013). Ho-
wever, only the functions of half of them are known or could be inferred. The 
majority of human known genes have protein-coding function. Almost 25% of 
these genes are responsible for expression, replication and maintenance of the ge-
nome. About 17.5% of the known genes are coding for enzymes responsible for 
general biochemical functions. Another 20% of these genes are in a way involved 
in pathways that regulate cellular activities in response to signais from outside of 
the cell (Brown, 2002) . 
8 
Other genomic region in t he human genome 
It is estimated t hat about 25% of t he human genome that lies between genes 
(intergenic regions) have no known function. These regions are previously called 
junk DNA or gene deserts (Venter et al., 2001). But recent studies have shown that 
sorne of these regions are carrying regulatory elements . These regions could not be 
eliminated without any phenotypic effects . This could indicate that such regions 
harbor elements wit h critically important conserved biological roles. The review 
by Ovcharenko et al. (2005) shows that there are two categories of gene desert : 
stable and variable. Stable gene deserts have lower repeat density compared to 
the gene-rich regions. This could suggest that these gene deserts are under a 
considerable degree of selective pressure (Ovcharenko et al. , 2005) . Furthermore , 
t hroughout vertebrate evolution, t hese non-coding stable regions maintain t heir 
position and orientations (synteny) with respect to their neighboring genes . This 
could suggest the existence of an important linkage between these regions and 
their coding neighbors that could not be disturbed (Mongin, 2009). 
1.1.4 Genome variation in human body 
Most cells in a mult i-cellular organism, such as human, are product of multiple 
divisions of one single cell (zygote) ,. However , we know that cells in each indi-
vidual come in variety of shapes and sizes. This is t he result of differences in 
gene expression and/ or regulation so that each cell type could be specialized for 
certain functions. Due to such specialization , different cell types have distinct sen-
sit ivity and level of exposure to internalj external chemical or physical signals. For 
instance, alcohol consumption on cells in gastrointestinal (GI) t ract and liver (Pe-
lucchi et al. , 2006), nicotine consumption on cells in respiratory tract, GI t ract , 
tongue, kidneys and liver (Gandini et al., 2008) , UV rays on skin cells (de Gruijl 
9 
et al., 2001), nitrate in food preservatives on GI tract (Van Loon et al., 1998), 
urinary tract (Tazima et al. , 1975) and liver cells (Van Loon et al., 1998) and 
narcotics could affect nervous system, liver and kidneys cells (Rivière et al. , 2000) 
much easier than other cells in other tissues . Bence different cell types in different 
body organs could react to specifie signal distinctively as well as independently. 
This creates a diverse genome variety in the same individual. Diseases such as 
cancers, which are not inheritable, could manifest in just one single cell in an 
individual who has no other cell with such genome variation. 
1.1.5 The Human Genome Project 
The Human Genome Project (HGP) is an international collaboration, which be-
gun in 1990 and was aimed to determine the nucleotide sequence of the entire 
"'3.08 Gb letters of the human haploid nuclear genome (Rosenbloom et al., 2013). 
Their goal is to provide researchers with powerful tools to understand the genetic 
factors in human diseases, which could help them to develop new strategies in their 
diagnosis, treatments and preventions. All information produced by the HGP are 
available in public databases . The HGP has already ident ified over 1800 genes 
related to different diseases. These data cnablcd researchers to develop more than 
2000 tests for diseases and conditions caused by those genes. Such information 
could be used by health-care professionals in diagnosing the condition in early 
stages as well as in designing more efficient treatments (Institute, 2013). 
1.1.6 Representation and storage of genomic data 
Since Human Genome Project started, human genomic data became more and 
more abundant publicly. Biological databases store and maintain the different 
types of biological data around the world. Most of t hese databases represent their 
10 
data through interactive websites so they could be easily browsed, analyzed and re-
trieved. Today biological information cornes in different formats. Sorne well-known 
biological databases are presented in Table 1.1. Among biological databases, UCSC 
Data base Biological data Size 
GenBank1 DNA/ RNA/ Protein sequence "'189 Gbp 
"'182.2 M sequences 
UniProt2 Protein sequence 59 ,744,893 entries 
PDB browser3 Protein structure 108,957 structure 
KEGG4 Genomic information "'101 ,33 M genomic info. Health information 14,249 health info. 
Genomic information 3.2 Gig human nucleotides 
UCSC Databasé Multiple Sequence Alignment "'250 Gig 
Genome annotation > 200 
1. Benson et al. (2012) 
2. Consortium et al. (2008) 
3. Berman et al. (2002) 
4. Kanehisa et al. (2014) 
5. Karolchik et al. (2003) 
Table 1.1: Example of biological databases. 
Genome Browser Database is one of the most popular biological databases. It pro-
vides genomic sequence data, comparative data (Multiple Sequence Alignment), 
as well as graphical interface. UCSC genome browser is developed and maintained 
by the Genome Bioinformatics Group , a cross-departmental team within the UC 
Santa Cruz Genomics Institute and the Center for Biomolecular Science and En-
gineering (CBSE) at the University of California Santa Cruz (UCSC). The UCSC 
Genome Browser provides genomic information on a variety of organisms from 
yeast to higher mammalians. The information includes complete genome of 100 
species, pairwise alignment of 78 species against human genome, full annotation 
data on 67 vertebrates, multiple alignment of 99 species against human genome, 
and more. The interactive site empowers users with a powerful visualization tool 
that allows them to visualize personalized information tracks on the human ge-
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nome. It also provides users with tools such as liftOver (Hinrichs et al., 2006) that 
converts genome coordinates and genome annotation files between assemblies, and 
phyloGif, which creates a gif image from the phylogenetic tree specification given. 
Moreover it provides users with the source codes for sorne tools, freely and down-
loadable for academie, noncommercial , and personal uses (Karolchik et al. , 2003). 
1.2 Evolution 
Evolution involves in the emergence and disappearance of traits and behaviors, 
in favor of species fitness to their dynamic environments. Evolution is the result 
of gradual processes occurring at the genome level, which modifies the genomic 
materials. Consequently, after a certain time, in two groups of the same species, 
different traits and behaviours would emerge. Eventually, they could be classified 
as two distinct species (Blanchette, 2001) . Not all genome modifications could 
participate in the evolutionary process. Only those, that occur in the genome 
of germline cells could be passed to the next generation; and most importantly, 
are in the favour of the species survival and fitness. Only in such case the given 
modifications would be fixed into the genome. 
1.2.1 Mechanisms that drive evolution 
Genomic modifications could be induced by different exogenous as well as endo-
genous factors. Exogenous factors are those that cells receive from their environ-
ments such as environmental toxins, radiations and toxic chemicals. Endogenous 
factors , however, are factors that have no external source such as fiaws in replica-
tion machinery of the cells and recombination. These modifications accompanied 
by environmental factors such as species migrations, competition over resources, 
climate change and diseases (natural selection) are the major forces driving evo-
-----------------------------·---- ----
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lution (Brown, 2002) . These genomic modifications could be in three forms : 
1- Point mutations : correspond to single nucleotide insert ions, deletions or sub-
stitutions by another nucleotide from one genomic sequence into another (Brown, 
2002). Figure 1.7a illustrates the deletion of a T= A base-pair in the DNA se-
quence on the left or an insertion of the base-pair to the sequence on the left. Also, 
the conversion of the sequence on the left to the one beneath by replacement of 
T= A base-pair with a C= G is an example of substitution point mutation. 
2- Small-scale mutations : are modifications that affect a small number of nucleo-
tides such as deletion or insertion of a small DNA segment (Brown, 2002). Figure 
1.7b shows the insert ion or deletion of TCACA between the two DNA sequences. 
3- Large-scale genome rearrangernents : are type of modifications that engage a 
large region on the chromosome and changes the genomic landscape. That could 
include t ranslocat'ion, inversion of DNA segment and fusion or fi ssion of two DNA 
segments . Figure 1.7c shows one type of such modifications, which is the t ranslo-
cation of the region in red t o somewhere along the green chromosome. 
a ---AAGACTACGA---
- --TTCTGATGCT---
l Substltulion 
---AAGACGACGA---
---TTCTGCTGCT---
Del > 
• Inde! 
ln 
- - - AAGACACGA---
---TTCTGTGCT---
b 
--CTCGGTCACACTAGAC-- Deletion --CTCGGCTAGAC--
--GAGCCAGTGTGATCTG-- Insertion --GAGCCGATCTG--
c 
~ation 
Figure 1.7: Mutation types: a) Point mutation b) Small-scale mutation c) Large-
scale mutation or genome rearrangement 
- - - -- ---- ----------, 
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1.2.2 Example of evolut ionary scenarios 
The constant chçmging environment of all species along wit h t he unstable nature 
of their genomes are the main forces t hat drive species diversity and evolut ion. For 
inst ance, as schematized in Figure 1.8, geographical separation of two groups of 
the same species (white population) in generation 0 could happen as a result of an 
earthquake. This event has also separated two individuals with two new variations 
(red and green) . The red variant gives t he individual the ability to produce and 
survive much easier than the others. If t his population have enough resources, in 
just few generations they could overpopulate the down side of t he valley. On the 
other side of t he valley, the green variant just slightly boosted the reproduction 
ability. Renee, after about almost the same t ime as t he red population , we could 
observe that the green and white populations are both occupying the region almost 
equally. By accumulating such different modifications in a group of the same 
species during a long t ime (high number of generation), t he members of t hat 
species could not be classified as a single species. 
1.2 .3 Prediction of evolutionary scenarios 
Evolut ionary relationship between species usually could be revealed by digging 
their relationship at the genomic level which is called phylogenetics (Brown, 
2002). Using comparative analysis of the genomes or comparative genomics , 
phylogenetic study could unveil t he evolut ionary scenarios t hat the genomes of 
contemporary species have been subjected to since a common ancestor (Hardison, 
2003). One of the basic assumptions of comparative genomics is thefact that .a 
common phenotype in two given species are often encoded within t he region t hat 
is conserved between th ose species sin ce their common an ces tor . Su ch regions 
mainly code or regulate functions which have posit ive effects on survival and re-
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Figure 1.8: Example of an evolutionary scenario. Due to a geographical separation 
oftwo groups of the same species, two new variants (the green and the red variants) 
have been separated as well. As displayed in this figure, the red variant boosts 
the reproduction potential of the species therefore in just few generations they 
can overpopulate the down-side of the valley. On the other side the green variant 
affect slightly the reproduction of the species . At about the same time that species 
carrying the red caused their eosines go to the verge of extinction, species with 
the green variant have co-occupied the upside of the valley, almost equally with 
the original population. Therefore, studying individuals in the fourth generation, 
three different variation would be observed, which emanated from the original 
white variant. 
production of those species (Hardison, 2003). Comparative genomics is a powerful 
approach for understanding the ancestral genome architecture and genomic rear-
rangements scenarios during evolution by examining three main characteristics of 
contemporary genomes (Horvath et al., 2011) :a) DNA sequence conservation b) 
Genome function conservation c) Synteny conservation. 
(a) DNA sequence conservation: One of the fundamental assumptions of compa-
rative genomics is the fact that contemporary regions carrying highly similar 
(or identical) sequences might derive from a common ancestor irrespective 
of their evolutionary processes. To find the similarity between sequences, se-
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quences have to be aligned together. Sequence alignments come in two for-
mats : pairwise alignment , which .aligns two sequences together and finds 
the corresponding characters on those sequences, multiple alignment (Fi-
gure 1.9), which is the extension of pairwise alignment to more than two 
sequences. Aligning the genomic sequences is one of the core steps in phy-
logenetic analyses (Diallo, 2009). Several methods have been developed to 
identify highly conserved genomic regions in a given Mult iple Sequence Ali-
gnment (MSA) such as Mauve (Darling et al., 2004), PhyloP (Pollard et al., 
2010) and PhastCons (Siepel et al., 2005). These methods assign a conser-
vation score to each genomic region according to the number of nucleotide 
identities, synonymous and non-synonymous substitutions, etc ... 
a) Genomic sequences from 8 species: 
Human 
TTCCTGTGGAGAGGAGCCATGCCTAGAGTGGGATGGGC 
Chimps 
TTCCTGTGGAGAGGAGCCATGCCTAGAGTGGGATGGGC 
Orangutan 
TTCCTGTGGAGAGGAGCCATGCCCAGAGTGGGAGGGGC 
Marmoset 
TTCCTGTGGAGAGGAGCCATGCCAGGGGTGGGATGGGC 
Cow 
CTCCTGTGGTGAGGACCCAGGCCCGGGGCGGTGGCAGGGGG 
Doq 
TTCCTGTGGTGAGAATCCGTGTCCAGGGTAGGC 
Elephant 
CTCTTGTGGTGAGTCTCCACGTCCAGGGTGGAACAAGC 
b) Multiple Sequence Alignment of above gcnomic sequences: 
Human TTCCTGTGGAGAGGAGCCATGCCTAGAG-- -TGGGATGGGC 
Chimps TTCCTGTGGAGAGGAGCCATGCCTAGAG---TGGGATGGGC 
Orangutan TTCCTGTGGAGAGGAGCCATGCCCAGAG---TGGGAGGGGC 
Marmoset TTCCTGTGGAGAGGAGCCATGCCAGGGG-- -TGGGATGGGC 
Cow CTCCTGTGGTGAGGACCCAGGCCCGGGGCGGTGGCAGGGGG 
Doq TTCCTGTGGTGAGAATCCGTGTCCAGGG------- - TAGGC 
Elephant CTCTTGTGGTGAGTCTCCACGTCCAGGG---TGGAACAAGC 
Figure 1.9: Multiple Sequence Alignment. a) Genomic sequences from 7 species.) 
Multiple Sequence Alignment of those sequences in a. 
(b) Functional conservation of genomic regions : During evolution, it is likely that 
genes coding for functions that are essential for the survival of species conserve 
from their last common ancestor. Moreover, to maintain the integrity of the 
underlying functions of these genes, their regulating and controlling regions 
should be conserved in the same manner. In contrast , regions that encode or 
regulate proteins and RNAs responsible for species-specific traits might be 
different (Hardison, 2003). Lack of information on functional elements and 
non-coding conserved genomic regions is an obstacle to identify these regions. 
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Bowever, selective pressure and fitness maintain the sequence conservation 
of functional regions. Thus, they undergo a slower rate of sequence change 
through time (Ganley and Kobayashi , 2008). Yet , predicting the exact func-
tion of those region remains a major challenge in computational biology (Bar-
dison, 2003). 
( c) Synteny conservation : Genomes of distinct species do not share the same ar-
chitecture (gene or genomic segment organization). Bowever, species sharing 
more evolutionary history tend to share several regions in common. Bence, 
despite many modifications in the genome sequence and conformation during 
evolution, there are highly conserved regions in terms of their order integrity 
and their positions across the genome. As defined by Nadeau and Taylor 
(1984), any uninterrupted chromosomal region that is occupied by two or 
more gene (genomic region) in two (or more species) are called "conser-
ved segment" (Nadeau and Taylor , 1984) or "synteny block" (Pevzner 
and Tesler, 2003a). This rigidity to rearrangement during evolution has been 
often associated to functional constraints of genomic region. Studies on the 
genome synteny have shown that conserved regions are not only significantly 
enriched in putative regulatory regions (Mongin et al. , 2011; Kikuta et al., 
2007) but also are associated with transcriptional regulations and develop-
mental processes (Mongin et al., 2011; Sandelin et al. , 2004; Woolfe et al., 
2004) . For instance, if we go back to the example of the evolutionary scenario 
explained in Figure 1.8 at the time of generation 4, the only data available 
is the three groups of species in both sides of the valley. To infer the evolu-
tionary scenario that could explain the origin of the three similar species, we 
have to run a comparative analysis on their genome sequences. The multiple 
alignment of their genomes would highlight most of their genomic regions 
as conserved among the three species. The only region that shows variation 
among the three groups is a region with four homologous segments as shown 
~---
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in Figure l.lüb. It shows that in all the species segments A and D have the 
same posit ion, orientation and sequence homology. On t he other band, block 
C shows a sequence con-servation in the first two species (b lue and green) 
with two different orientations (loss of synteny conservation). Also the same 
block, C, in t he species in red has t he same orientation as species in white 
wit h less sequence similarity wit h t he other two species. T his shows that in 
2/ 3 of species block C is located between B and D and in 2/ 3 the orientation 
of C is posit ive. The suit help us infer their ancestral genome architecture as 
the simplified demonstration in Figure l.l ü.c. 
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c 
Segment Pl 
A 3/3 
B 0/ 3 
c 0/3 
D 0/3 
prediction mr ~ 
b 
Probabilities 
Position on the genome 
P2 P3 P4 
0/3 0/3 0/3 
2/3 1/3 0/3 
1/3 2/3 0/3 
0/3 0/3 3/3 
-~ ~ 
-
~ 
-· 
!.Blue ........ 
I.Green w++-+-+ 
!. Red ......... 
Orientation 
+ 
3/3 0/3 
3/3 0/3 
2/3 1/3 
3/3 0/3 
~ 
Figure 1.10: Prediction of an evolutionary scenario : This simplified example shows 
the prediction process Qf an evolut ionary scenario from contemporary genomes. 
a) Shows the real evolutionary scenario of a segment of the genome presented in 
three contemporary species. b) Shows the original conformation of the genome of 
t hese three species with respect to 4 homologous segments/ regions/ blocksj genes 
presented in all species. In all species A and D, are located on the same position. 
In 2/ 3 of species C is located between B and D. In 2/ 3 of species, segment C 
has a positive orientation (blue and red species). Segment C has the exact same 
sequence in blue and green species but shows less homology in the red species. 
The suit helps to infer the ancestral genome architecture as demonstrated in c. 
Studies in comparative genomics are often based on a direct analysis of multiple 
sequence alignments and t heir underlying phylogenies (Siepel et al ., 2005; Darai-
Ramqvist et al., 2008; Ma, 2011). From a MSA, phylogenetic analysis would enable 
us to construct the evolutionary relationships, or genealogies among compared 
organisms. It also presents t he historical course of their speciation through an 
arborescent format so-called phylogenetic tree (Wiley and Lieberman, 2011) as 
shown in Figure 1.11. 
a Human 
Chimps 
TTCCTGTGGAGAGGAGCCATGCCTAGAG---TGGGATGGGC 
TTCCTGTGGAGAGGAGCCATGCCTAGAG---TGGGATGGGC 
Orangutan TTCCTGTGGAGAGGAGCCATGCCCAGAG- - - TGGGAGGGGC 
Ma r moset TTCCTGTGGAGAGGAGCCATGCCAGGGG---TGGGATGGGC 
Cow CTCCTGT.GGTGAGGACCCAGGCCCGGGGCGGTGGCAGGGGG 
Dog TTCCTGTGGTGAGAATCCGTGTCCAGGG--------TAGGC 
Elephant CTCTTGTGGTGAGTCTCCACGTCCAGGG- --TGGAACAAGC 
b 
4 -
Placental mammal Basewise conservation Dy PhyloP 
e- .• - • • a aT - aw 
-- .... ~r 
- 4 - Mu l tiz Align.ments ot 46 vertebrates 
C H~~~~ TTCCTGTGGF\GRGGRGCCRTGCCTRGRG~GGGATGGGCC r------4~ Ch ; mp TTCCTGTOGRGRGGRGCCfHGCCTRGRGTGOGRTGGGCC ~ Orangutan TTCCTGTOGRGRGGRGCCRTGCCCRGRGTGOGA GGGGCC 
Cow CTCCTGTGGT GRGGA CCCR GGCCCGGGGII' GGCR GGGGGC 
---- Oog TTCCTGTGGT GAG AA T CC GTG T CCRGGG----- TAGGCC 
Ele-phant CTCT TGTGGT GRG TCT CCR CGT CCRGGGTGGAA CAR GC = 
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Figure 1.11: Comparative genomics. a) Multiple sequence alignment. b) MSA of 
a conserved region of 5 mammals genome sequences against the human genome 
and the corresponding conservation track from UCSC genome browser. c) Inferred 
phylogenetic tree based on the above alignment block. 
Having phylogenetic data, we could trace back a specifie phenotype and/ or geno-
type to the point in time that it originated. This would be possible by using a 
mathematical algorithm in graph theory called the Lowest Common A ncestor 
(L CA ) . Given a rooted tree T, node x E T is an ancestor of node y E T if the 
path from x to the root, passes through x. Also, a node v E T is called to be a 
common ancestor of x and y if it is an ancestor of both. The Lowest Common 
Ancestor (LCA) of two nodes of x and y is a node whose distance to the x and y 
is shorter than any of their common ancestors in that tree. In any tree, the root 
is the common ancestor of all nodes (Moufatich, 2008). For example, in the tree 
in Figure 1.12, the LCA of the two nodes, 4 and 6, is the node 1. 
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Figure 1.12: The Lowest Common Ancestor (LCA) of two nodes of 4 and 6 is a 
node whose distance to the 4 and 6 is shorter than any of their common ancestors 
in that tree. The ancestors o( the nodes 4 and 6, sorted by distance are 2, 1, 0 
and 1, 0 respectively. Therefore the least common ancestor of these two nades is 
the node 1. 
1.2.4 Species tree vs. gene tree 
Species tree is a phylogenetic tree constructed based on comparative analyses of 
species and their evolutionary relationship . The species tree represents the evolu-
tionary pathways and processes that those species have gone through in general. In 
contrast, the gene tree is a phylogenetic tree that shows the evolutionary history 
of a gene or a genomic sequence in different genomes or within a single genome. 
It is now well-known that the gene trée does not always agree with the species 
tree (Brown, 2002). Pro cesses such as duplication of a genomic region, Horizon-
tal Gene Transfer, and gene loss could cause su ch a discordance between the two 
trees. For instance in Figure 1.13 a gene duplication has happened in time Ti. 
Sorne time after the speciation, in each two new groups of species , one copy has 
been lost. And finally, around the time T3 another duplication has occurred in 
the species group carrying the original gene copy. The phylogeny of the species 
highlights the evolutionary processes of their speciation due to accumulation of 
genomic modifications in time accompanied by environmental changes and na-
tural selection. For example , the phylogeny of species in Figure 1.13 would be 
represented as in 1.14.a. Also, the evolutionary scenarios belonging to only one of 
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Ti mc 
+------ Dupli ca ti on 
+------ Spcciation 
,..__ Duplication 
Figure 1.13: Example of an evolut ionary scenario of a gene during the speciation of 
species carrying that gene. This figure shows that somewhere beforc the speciation 
a duplication has happened. Each new species received both copies of that gene. 
But farther away after the speciation, each species lost one of their copies. Going 
down in t ime, another duplication has happened in an ancestor of SpcJI. The 
result of these processes was three homologous copies of this gene in contemporary 
species, one copy in Spcl and two copies in SpcJI. 
those môdifications is depicted by the gene tree in Figure 1.14.a. One can easily 
recognize the disagreement between these two trees. This is a simple example of 
discordances between species tree and gene tree. 
b GcncX 
GcncX I GcncXII.., GcncXII, , 
Specles trec Gene trec 
Figure 1.14: a and b, represent the species tree and gene tree, inferred by the 
comparative analysis of the contemporary species in figure 1.13, respectively. As 
demonstrated in this figure, the duplication of the GeneX happened before the 
speciation event. The second duplication of the same allele happened within the 
Spcii, which is the source of the topological difference between the species tree 
and gene tree in this example. 
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1.3 Genome Rearrangements 
Genome rearrangements are considered as evolutionary earthquakes and tend to 
dramatically change the genomic landscape (Peng et al., 2006). Over time, new 
traits appear in favor of species fitness to their environments (Mongin, 2009). 
Genome rearrangements, such as deletion, duplication or translocation of a DNA 
segment, happen when double-stranded DNA breaks at two or more locations 
(breakpoints) and merge at different locations during DNA replication . This re-
sults in a distinct genome conformation from the original one (Blanchette, 2001) 
as shown in Figure 1.15 . Previous studies have shown that such rearrangements do 
T2 
Tl 
T2 
Figure 1.15: Common genome rearrangements: Rearrangements occurred passing 
from time Tl to T2 in fragile regions and have changed completely the original size 
and conformation of those regions. Gray arrows demonstrate regions resistant to 
rearrangements ( refractory regions), which keep the ir synteny ( order and content) 
during evolution. 
not occur randomly across t he genome. During genome evolution, certain regions 
have kept t heir synteny (refractory regions (Mongin, 2009)), whereas others 
have been more subjected to rearrangement (fragile regions). These regions are 
not distributed randomly across genomes (Peng et al. , 2006; Lemaitre et al., 2009; 
Pevzner and Tesler , 2003c) . Any rearrangements in fragile regions could be just 
damaging without any effect on the survival or breading of the species, such as 
sorne subtelomeric rearrangements (Hengstschliiger et al., 2005). They could be 
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even in favor of fitness, such as rearrangements in immunoglobulin genes (Maizels, 
2005) . Genomic regions could also be very rigid (so-called breakpoint-refractory 
regions). Rearrangements in th ose regions are expected to be deleterious and could 
not be fixed in the genome (Mongin et al. , 2009). Such regions are mostly carrying 
developmental genes or regulatory elements responsible for their regulation (Mon-
gin et al., 2011 ; Sandelin et al. , 2004; Woolfe et al. , 2004) . The heterogeneity in 
the distribut ion of synteny breaks across genomes could be due to less functional 
pressure on the different regions and thus less resistant to rearrangement (Mangin , 
2009; Ciccarelli et al., 2005). 
1.3.1 Mechanisms of genomic rearrangements 
Large-scale genomic rearrangements could be due to three major mechanisms : 
- Non-Allelic Homologous Recombination (NAHR) : is a genomic re-
combination between products of a segmentai duplication also known as 
Low Copy Repeat (LCR). It appears in cell division and is due to a misali-
gnment in crossover between two non-allelic homologous regions , instead of 
two allelic regions. NAHR could lead to a deletion, inversion, duplication 
or translocation of DNA segments (Gu et al. , 2008). See Figure 1.16, a. 
This mechanism plays a major role in DNA repair and genome evolution 
by producing allelic variations (Gu et al., 2008; Ban § et al. , 2013a). 
Non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) : is a repair mechanism in DNA 
double strand breakage. This mechanism also known as nonhomologous re- · 
combination that necessitates little or no homology to join two free DNA 
ends together (Moore and Haber, 1996). See Figure 1.16, b. It generally 
causes variation of genetic materials (Ban§ et al., 2013a). A study has 
shown that the majority of identified rearrangements in tumor genomes 
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a) 
E 
Il 
were consistent with faulty NHEJ repairs (Raphael et al. , 2008). 
Retrotranspositions or mobile element insertions (MEis) : are mo-
bile genetic elements spread throughout genome by 'copy-and-paste ' me-
chanism. In this process, DNA segments jump from one place to another 
and leave a copy of themselves as they move (Brown, 2002). It could alter 
the number of copy of that segment in the genome or Copy Number Va-
riation (CNV). See Figure 1.16, c. The mechanism involved in MEl, is me-
diated by LIN Es (long interspersed nucleotide elements) , SIN Es (short in-
terspersed nucleotide elements) and retrovirus infections (Kazazian, 2004). 
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Figure 1.16: Genome rearrangement mechanisms. a) Non-allelic homologous re-
combination (NAHR) : A misalignment in crossover between two non-allelic ho-
mologous regions, instead of two allelic regions. b) Non-homologous end joining 
(NHEJ) : Double strand DNA breakage in two different chromosome regions and 
reassemble in new fashion. c) Retrotransposition or mobile element insertions 
(MEis) : A transposable element, R1 that transposed between R2 and G2 and left 
a copy of itself as well . 
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1.3.2 Characteristic of genomic rearrangements 
Studies have shown that synteny breaks are more frequent in regions carrying 
specifie markers such as GC-rich (Lemaitre et al., 2009; Darai-Ramqvist et al., 
2008) , segmentai duplication (Darai-Ramqvist et al. , 2008; Carbone et al., 2009; 
Bailey et al., 2003) and simple repeats (De and Michor, 2011; Carbone et al., 2009). 
CpG islands are regions with lengths greater than 200 bp containing over 50% GC. 
They are more presented in or proximate to regulatory regions and are involved 
in gene regulation by obstructing the transcriptional factors (Larsen et al. , 1992; 
Wang and Leung, 2004). CpG methylations has shown to be more susceptible 
to rearrangements (Lemaitre et al. , 2009; De and Michor, 2011; Carbone et al., 
2009) . DNA secondary structure such as G-quadruplex has also been shown to be 
mutagenic by obstructing the replication machinery (Kruisselbrink et al., 2008; 
Pontier et al. , 2009; De and Michor , 2011). Regions enriched in arrangement sites 
essentially contain adaptive genes such as genes associated with infiammatory 
response and muscle contractility (Larkin et al. , 2009). 
1.3.3 Genome rearrangements and evolution 
Mutations and large-scale rearrangements empower genome with a particular dy-· 
namism by virtue of which species could cope with their constantly changing 
environment , survive natural selection and maintain their fitness. Genome rear-
rangements have mostly deleterious effects as they could cause loss or modification 
of traits that are crucial to the species survival and reproduction capacity. Ho-
wever , these modifications occasionally cause modifications that are in favor of 
species fitness and would undergo a positive selection and be fixed in the genome. 
This is the major force that drives species diversity and evolution (Brown, 2002; 
Watson, 2003; Mongin, 2009; Ban§ et al., 2013b). Figure 1.17 shows a simplified 
------------- ~---
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example of such rearrangements in genomic region in red in few generation. In 
this example, the red genomic region (the red black) is duplicated in one of the 
descendants of A (Bi) . Then in the next generation the duplicated segment is lost 
partially in the next generation (Cl). At the same time the very same segment 
moves to another position (translocation) in C2. On the other hand, the other 
descendant of the A (B2) , the red black stays conserved. Furthermore, in the next 
generation, this segment goes through an inversion in just one descendant of B2 
( C3) . Such genome rearrangements in germ-line cell that pass to next generations 
would change the original genome conformation slowly such that two groups of 
the same species would diverge enough to be recognized as two close but different 
species ( speciation processes) (Blanchet te, 2001). M urphy et al. categorized these 
rearrangements into four different categories : 1) lineage-specific : are th ose rear-
rangements that found only in one species. 2) order-specific : are those that overlap 
between species of the same order. 3) super-ordinal : are those that happen in all 
representatives of a super-ordinal clade. 4) reuse : are the rearrangements that 
occur in the same region in species on different branches of species tree (Murphy 
et al., 2005). Genome rearrangements could be recognized only by comparison of 
at least two different genomes (Sankoff, 2009). Regions that are more susceptible 
to synteny breaks ( rearrangements) during evolution are so called 11 rearrange-
ment hotspots" or "fragile regions" (Peng et al.,· 2006). Figure 1.18 shows two 
different genomic regions on the human chromosome 1 from UCSC genome brow-
ser (Karolchik et al. , 2003) conservation track. Both of these regions are shared 
among 6 other mammals and chicken. As can be seen in this figure, these two 
regions show different levels of conservation. In the figure below the region, syn-
teny region shows a very high conservation between all species even in chicken. 
Whereas the region above, a fragile region , has a very weak conservation in all 
non-primate species. 
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Figure 1.17: Genome rearrangements in the course of evolution. The red black rear-
ranged in few generations and modified the original conformation of that specifie 
region in different contemporary genomes. 
1.3 .4 Association of evolutionary rearrangements with genome functions 
Genome rearrangements could have three kinds of effects on genome in terms of 
functionality : 
i. Rearrangements which are not in favor of the species fitness to the environment 
are deleterious and will be lost in time (Blanchette, 2001). One good example 
could be the 1p36 deletion syndrome. The syndrome is caused by a deletion in the 
short arm of chromosome 1. Sorne symptoms of this particular deletion include 
intellectual disability, distinctive facial features , and structural abnormalities in 
several body systems. This means that individuals carrying this rearrangement 
have much lesser chance to survive and reproduce. 
ii. Rearrangements that could create new functions and lessen the selective constraints 
will be fixed in genome (Ciccarelli et al., 2005). Such as DRD4 7-repeat allele, 
originated about 40,000 years ago showed a higher proportion in migratory po-
pulations (Chen et al. , 1999). This gene is also known as novelty seeking gene. 
Children diagnosed with Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) was 
shown to have a higher rate of this variation (Goren, 2014). This variation may 
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Figure 1.18: Example of conservation track on UCSC genome browser for two geno-
mic regions of equal sizes on the human chromosome 1 with diflerent conservation 
levels among 7 other vertebrates. Fragile region above shows week conservation 
between compared species whereas the synteny region below is almost conser-
ved between all the species and shows a complete conservation with respect to 
primates. 
not be favorable in today's complex societies but it was an advantage for those of 
our ancestors who left Africa 50,000 years ago. 
iii. Rearrangements happening in non-functional regions could stay, change or be 
lost in time and could have no eflect on individuals or on species fitness (Blan-
chette, 2001). Rearrangements in intronic regions are generally of those kinds. 
1.3.5 Genome rearrangement and human diseases 
Unlike evolutionary rearrangements that occur in germline cells, genomic rearran-
gements in somatic cells have an immediate eflect on the very same individual 
and could not be passed to oflspring. The eflect of such rearrangements could 
vary from a complete loss of a DNA region to sometimes hundreds of copies of a 
DNA fragment (Stratton et al., 2009). Somatic rearrangements could alter genes 
and gene regulation causing a variety of diseases and disorders in human. For 
instance, apposing a gene to the regulatory elements of another gene (Santoro 
et al., 1996; Dalla-Pavera et al., 1982), or altering a protein-coding gene (result 
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into loss, gain or modification of a protein function) involved in cell growth and 
proliferation (Rowley, 2001) could cause an uncontrollable cell division and growth 
leading to cancers (Fu treal et al., 2004; GoUin, 2005). For example, a deletion in-
volving the HBA1 and HBA2 genes located on chromosome 11 (11p15.5) causes 
a. -thalassemia. Fusion of TMPRSS2 and ETS transcription factor genes in prost ate 
cancer is another example of such rearrangements (Tomlins et al., 2005) . Other 
than exogenous factors ( e.g. nicotine, chemical hair dyes and UV exp os ure) , sorne-
times DNA adopts non-B conformations. This destabilizes and damages the DNA. 
For example it has been shown previously that Guanine-rich genomic regions can 
adopt a four-stranded DNA structure (G-quadruplex/ G4) . See Figure 1.19. This 
structure plays a key role in genomic alterations observed in cancer genomes (De 
and Michor, 2011 ). 
Figure 1.19: G-quadruplex structure on dsDNA. The image is taken and mo- . 
dified from : http : 1 / biologica l except i ons. bl og spot . ca/20 13 /10 1 
dna-is-as- ea sy-as -b-z . html 
Genomic rearrangements in cancer 
Cancers may be t riggered by accumulation of mutations and genome rearrange-
ments in somatic cells which alter cell division and growth. Somatic Copy Num-
ber Alterations (SCNA) are extremely common in cancer (Baudis, 2007; Stephens 
et al. , 2009; De and Michor , 2011 ; Zack et al. , 2013). SCNA are genome altera-
tions that cause an abnormal number of copies of one or more DNA segments 
in somatic cells. These variations are frequent in cancer genomes. Many geno-
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mie markers are known to be associated with cancer genome alterations, such 
as G4 structures by obstructing the movements of DNA polymerase (Sun and 
Hurley, 2010), CpG methylation (Behe and Felsenfeld , 1981 ; Vargason and Ho, 
2002) , and repeat elements (Hanahan and Weinberg, 2000). Moreover, a recent 
study has shown a significant presence of G4 structure proximate to translocation 
breakpoints in lymphoid genome (Katapadi et al., 2012). Epigenetic factors such 
as modifications in DNA methylation and histone acetylation are other key role-
players in human carcinogenesis (Kanai, 2010; Archer and Hodint , 1999; Feinberg 
and Tycko, 2004). The other phenomenon involved in rearrangements of cancer 
cells is injection of an alien DNA in genome through sorne viral infections such 
as Human Papilloma Virus (HPV), Epstein- Barr Virus (EBV) and Hepatitis B 
Virus (HBV) (Stratton et al., 2009; Talbot and Crawford, 2004). 
Cancer vs. evolutionary rearrangements 
Genome instability and rearrangement mechanisms in both cancer associated and 
evolutionary rearrangements are driven by the same mechanisms. Somatic rear-
rangements have immediate cffects in the individual whereas rearrangements in 
germline cells could pass to the next generations and participate in evolutionary 
processes. In a comparative analysis of the human genome with 6 non-primate 
species , performed by Murphy et al. (2005) , evolutionary scenarios of rearran-
gements between all species and their ancestors have been reconstructed. 367 
evolutionary breakpoints have been identified. Comparing these data with cancer-
associated breakpoints has shown that distribution of the cancer-common chro-
mosomal rearrangements are three times more frequent than those of the less 
common, proximal or within evolutionary breakpoints. Furthermore, t he results 
showed a complete absence of cancer-associated breakpoints within the three lon-
gest synteny blacks in all species (Murphy et al. , 2005). Other studies reported 
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the colocalization of evolutionary fragile regions with tumor-associated deletions 
in human chromosome 3 ·(Kost-Alimova et al., 2003; Darai et al., 2005). In 2008, 
Darai-Ramqvist and his team conducted a comparative genomic analysis on three 
mammals, a primate and a lower vertebrate genome against human chromosome 
3. They found out that tumor break-prone segmentai duplications share sequence 
features with sorne genomic fragile regions. Other than physical proximity, they 
share CG content, presence of gene clusters associated with diversity and spe-
ciation, satellite repeats, transposable elements, and evolutionary history. They 
identified two tumor-related breakpoints on chromosome 3, presented distingui-
shed tumor break-prone segmentai duplications (TBSDs) , which have also been 
involved in recent evolution of primates. It has been also noted that regions car-
rying TBSDs were broken more frequently during mammalian evolution than a 
random region on the same or other chromosomes (Darai-Ramqvist et al., 2008) . 
1.3 .6 Previously identified chromosomal fragility in human 
Fragile regions (fragile sites) are cytogenetically defined as genomic regions that 
are more prone to break during the cell division (metaphase) causing partial inhi-
bition of DNA synthesis. The chromosomal fragility is visible in metaphase chro-
mosomes as gaps, breaks or poor staining in cell cultures under certain chemical 
stress (Durkin and Glover , 2007; Lukusa and Fryns, 2008; Mrasek et al. , 2010; 
Savelyeva and Brueckner, 2014). So far , over 200 fragile sites are identified on 
human genome (Mrasek et al., 2010). Majority of these sites are common in all · 
normal chromosomes in every individual. Such regions are called Common Fragile 
Sites (CFS). CFS are mostly induced by aphidicolin (DNA-polymerases o: and 
5 specifie inhibitor). The other CFS induce by synthetic nucleotides analogues, 
bromodeoxyuridine (thymidine analogue) and 5-azacytidin ( cytidine analogue) 
(Lukusa and Fryns, 2008; Mrasek et al., 2010). On the other hand rare fragile 
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sites are present in less than 5% of the populations. This characteristic of rare 
fragile sites make it easier to be identified using comparative analysis between in-
dividuals as they are less presented in the population (Savelyeva and Brueckner, 
2014). Rare fragile sites are divided into two sub-groups: folate sensitive (induced 
by deficiency in folie acid and non-folate sensitive (rare fragile sites) . About 20 
fragile sites are identified on chromosome 1 that only one is classified as a rare 
fragile site (FRA1E/ M at 1p21.3) (Lukusa and Fryns, 2008; Mrasek et al., 2010) . 
CHAPTER II 
HYPOTHESIS AND OBJECTIVES 
2.1 Hypothesis 
As previously mentioned in the last chapter , genome rearrangements do not occur 
randomly along the genome. Different genornic regions have distinct properisity 
to such rearrangements. This non-random distinct propensity of such rearrange-
ments to different genomic regions could be explained by different impacts of such 
rearrangements on survival .or reproduction of species due to their functional dif-
ferences. The aforesaid affinity has been also observed in breakpoints associated 
with diseases, specifically cancers ( Abeysinghe et al. , 2003; Moore et al., 2006) . 
For example, in one study, a complete absence of cancer-associated breakpoints 
have been observed in the three largest evolutionary conserved blocks (Murphy 
et al. , 2005). This could suggest th at cancer -associated breakpoints may have a 
higher tendency to be localized in evolutionary fragile region. Also, in three other 
consecutive studies of the same group sorne co-localizations of evolutionary fragile 
regions with tumor-associated rearrangements in human chromosome 3 have been 
observed (Kost-Alimova et al. , 2003; Darai et al. , 2005 ; Darai-Ramqvist et al., 
2008). Furthermore, it has been previously hypothesized that evolutionary fragile 
region could be more prone to cancer-associated rearrangements (Mongin, 2009). 
Based on these observations as well as the fact that both rearrangement catego-
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ries ( evolutionary and disease-associated rearrangements) operate via similar me-
chanisms, we hypothesize that disease-related rearrangements, cancer-associated 
rearrangements in particular, have more affinity to the evolutionary fragile regions. 
2.2 Goal 
To test this hypothesis, the following three major steps are necessary : 
1. Identification of genomic regions that are more susceptible to rearrangements 
in the course of the human evolution. 
2. Identification of diseases that are associated with genomic rearrangements 
as well as the position of such rearrangements along the human genome 
( evolutionary fragile region). 
3. Mapping these two genomic region categories together to see whether there 
is any correlation between genomic regions that carry these two types of 
genome rearrangements. 
By performing these steps the following question could be answered : Are the 
evolutionary fragile regions more prone to disease-related rearrangements? This 
would permit us to identify genomic regions that are more susceptible to disease-
related , specially cancer , genome rearrangements. 
2.3 Objective 
Due to the fact that each previously mentioned steps constitute a challenge and 
a major problematic, during this thesis we have focused on the first step. This 
would provide consistent evolutionary fragile region, so that the next two steps 
could be performed with high accuracy in my following PhD thesis to achieve the 
final goal of this project to highlight genomic regions that are more susceptible to 
disease-related rearrangements . 
--- ----- --------------------
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As explained before, evolutionary fragile region or rearrangement hotspots 
are regions that are more likely to be rearranged. These regions should be enriched 
in breakpoints (regions bounded by two consecut ive synteny regions (Lemait re 
et al. , 2008) or rearrangement posit ions)) . To pinpoint these regions, breakpoints 
should be identified along the genome init ially. Having ident ified the breakpoints 
along the genome, we could ident ify the fragile regions in which those breakpoints 
are significantly more accumulated. In order to reach this objective , the following 
steps are necessary : 
1. Identification of evolut ionary synteny breaks on the human genome. 
2. Identification of evolut ionary fragile regions specifie to human lineage. 
2.3.1 Identification of evolutionary synteny breaks on the human genome 
To identify synteny breaks, one should conduct a comparative analysis to iden-
tify the synteny along the genome first. Consequently, by excluding these highly 
conserved synteny regions, the genomic regions that could not maintain their syn-
teny and have been subjected to rearrangements all along would be disclosed 
(Lemaitre et al., 2008) . To perform a comparative analysis on the human genome, 
the most appropriate candidates are of two kinds : 1) neighboring species that 
share really common features, and 2) more or less distant species that could have 
a broad divergence with the human. This helps to capt ure more evolutionary 
patterns in the analysis. 
2.3 .2 Ident ification of evolutionary fragile regions specifie to the human li-
neage 
Having identified synteny breaks on the human genome, we want to ident ify the 
genome "rearrangement hotspots " or "fragile regions 11• Thus, we will scan the ge-
------------- --- --- --- - -- --
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nome for synteny breaks and identify genomic regions that represent significantly 
more rearrangements using statistical methods. At the same time, we are going 
to study the association of these regions with markers that have been previously 
identified to be associated with genome conservation and fragility. 
CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
This chapter presents the required steps to achieve the objective explained in 2.3. 
First , a comparative analysis (with several vertebrates) is performed to identify 
the synteny region on the human genome and where those regions have been bro-
ken. In each comparative analysis, the first step is to sample species and collect 
their genomic information. The genome sequences should be aligned to recons-
truct their evolutionary history and identify the genomic regions that kept their 
synteny in the course of evolut ion and the regions bounded by those as synteny 
breaks (breakpoints). Next, with statistical methods we will identify the evolu-
tionary fragile regions on the human genome where human-specific breakpoints 
are more frequent. Figure 3.1 shows the complete pipeline to achieve this thesis 
objective. It is important to mention here that the developed procedure has been 
limited to human chromosome 1 for this thesis. This is due to the t ime consuming 
computation to cover the whole genome. However, when the pipeline and results 
have been assessed for this benchmark, it will be easily extended to the genome. 
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3.1 Identification of evolutionary synteny breaks on human genome 
3.1.1 Species sampling 
As explained in 2.3.1 there are two kinds of appropriate species to conduct a 
comparative analysis. As a member of the primate family, the best candidates 
neighboring species are mammalians including primates . It should be noted that 
due to the high similarities between genomes of primates and lack of enough evolu-
tionary signals, it is not easy to detect genomic rearrangements specifie to human. 
However, the high similarity between the genomes of primates could lower the un-
certainty caused by missing information. Thus, three well-studied primates have 
been chosen for this study. Also from each major branches of mammalian t ree of 
life, two well-sequenced and well-studied species have been selected. Having se-
lect ed two species from each major branch of mammalian t ree of life, will help to 
handle the lack of information in each branch. If, for example, one species misses 
sorne genomic information, the information of its close neighbor could compensate 
that. Moreover , for those of more distant species, one placental mammal as well 
as one non-mammalian vertebrate have been chosen to perform a comparative 
analysis between those species and human. These species are as follows : Chim-
panzee, Orangutan and Marmoset (Primates), Rat and Mo use (Rodents), Dog 
and Cow (Laurasiatheria), Elephant and Armadillo (non-Boreotheria), Opossum 
(Marsupial) and Chicken (non-mammalian vertebrate). See Figure 3.2. 
3.1.2 Genome sequences information 
The genomic information on the selected species have been already produced and 
aligned by ENCODE project (Consortium et al., 2004a). This multiple align-
ment is an alignment of 45 vertebrate genomes with human stored in MAF file 
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format and is available for download at : ht tp : 1 /hgdownl oad . c s e . ucsc . 
e du/ g o lde nPath/hg1 9 / multiz 4 6way / maf. An example ofMAF file format 
is shown in Figure 3.3 . Alignments are organized in blocks. Each block includes 
information of the name of the source for the sequence, t he chromosome, the start 
position of each sequence in the source sequence, t he size and the orientation of 
the sequence, the size of t he source of the ent ire sequence, and the aligned se-
quences. To each alignment block, a conservation score is attributed. See table 3.1 
for assemblies information describing the details of the sequenced genomes. 
Dog Cow 
Chickcn 
Mousc rn4 Armadillo Elcphant 
Figure 3. 2: Extracted species t ree for the 12 selected species 
a score• 56851 . 000000 
s hg19 . chr1 
s ca1Jac1.Contig8673 
a canFam2 . chr27 
s equCab2 . Contig2343 
s bosTau~ . chr5 
s 1oxAfr3 . s caffold _15 
s panTro2 .chrlS 
s ponAbe2 . chr2b 
12072 28 + 249250621 TTCCTGTGGAGAGGAGCCATGCCTAGAG 
79080 28 + 105741 TTCCTGTGGAGAGGAGCCATGCCAGGGG 
45129600 28 + 48908698 TTCCTGTGGTGAGAATCCGTGTCCAGGG 
51245 28 + 71245 CTCCTGTGGTGACGACCCAGGCCCGGGG 
113865000 28 + 12 58~7159 CTCCTGTGGTGAGGACCCAGGCCCGGGG 
8810173 27 - 55688157 CTCTTGTGGTGAGT- TCCACGTCCAGGG 
14681 28 - 100063422 TTCCTGTGGAGAGGAGCCATGCCTAGAG 
21132696 28 + 135000294 TTCCTGTGGAGAGGAGCCATGCCCAGAG 
Figure 3.3: Each alignment block begins with a line that starts with 'a' which 
stores information for the entire block such as conservation. Lines start ing with 's' 
store information on sequence within an alignment . Each 's ' line has the following 
information : src) the name of the source sequences for the alignment. For se-
quences that are resident in a browser assembly, t he form 'dat abase.chromosome' 
allows automatic creat ion of links to other assemblies. start) The start of the 
aligning region in the source sequence. This is a zero-based number . size) The 
size of the aligning region in the source sequence. This number is equal to 
the number of non-dash characters in the alignment text field . strand) If '- ', 
then the alignment is to the reverse-complemented source. srcSize) The size of 
the entire source sequence, not just the parts involved in the alignment . text) 
The nucleot ides in the alignment. All information in this caption is taken from 
http : //genome . ucsc . edu/FAQ/FAQfo rmat . html 
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3.1.3 Extraction of Multiple Sequence Alignment 
From hgdown l oad . cse. ucsc . edu/ go ldenPath/hg1 9/mul tiz 4 6way 1 we 
can download the multiz46way vertebrate alignment of human chromosomes. To 
avoid the effect of missing data and ambiguities mostly found in Marmoset , Ele-
phant and Armadillo genomic data, and phylogenetic distance between chicken 
and other mammals we decided to accept all alignment blocks within which at 
least 7 selected species were presented as a conserved block among the 12 spe-
cies (See Algorithm 3. 1). Information on all other species has been removed from 
the alignments blocks. All the columns in the alignments that only consisted of 
gaps have been removed as well . An example is shown in Figure 3.4. In this Fi-
gure the above original alignment MAF file format black carries 7 species out of 
12 selected species. This block also includes sequence information of horse ( equ-
Cab2. Contig2343) that we didn 't choose for our study. So when we extracted this 
block as an accepted block for our analysis , we removed the information on species 
other than the selected 12, in this case the horse. Then we added the missing spe-
cies in the block. These added information are colored in blue in this Figure. All 
the extraction steps have carried out using Perl scripts programming language. 
Algorithm 3.1 Algorithms to extract alignment blocks having at least 7 selected 
species presented from multiz46way. 
for each black do 
if nbSelectedSpc(black) >= 7 then 
black +-rem ove U nSelectedSpc( black) 
black +-addMissingSpecies(black , listMissingSpecies) 
writeinMaf(black) 
3.1.4 Identification of synteny blocks 
To identify synteny blocks on human chromosome from the MSA of the 12 selected 
species, we first fused all t he neighboring contiguous blocks. Two neighboring 
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blocks are considered to be cont iguous if for all species m those blocks, both 
sequences are contiguous (Pevzner and Tesler, 2003b; Murphy et al. , 2005). See 
Algorithm 3.2. 
a) MAF block prcscntcd by UCSC multiz46way 
a score=56851 . 000000 
s hq19 . chr1 
s calJac1.Contiq8673 
s canFam2 . chr27 
s equCab2 .Contig2343 
s bosTau4.chr5 
s loxAfr3 . scaffold_15 
s panTro2 . chr15 
s ponAbe2 . chr2b 
b) Modilicd MAFblock 
a 
s hg19 . chr1 
s calJac1.Contig8673 
s canFam2 . chr27 
s dasNov2 . Un 
s galGal3 . Un 
s bosTau4.chr5 
s loxAfr3 . scaffo1d_ 15 
s mm9 . Un 
s monDomS . Un 
s panTro2 . chrl5 
s ponAbe2.chr2b 
s rn4 . Un 
12072 29 + 249250621 TTCCTGTGGAGAGGAGCCATGCCTAGAG 
79080 29 + 105741 TTCCTGTGGAGAGGAGCCATGCCAGGGG 
45129600 28 + 49908699 TTCCTGTGGTGAGAATCCGTGTCCAGGG 
512 45 28 + 712 45 CTCCTGTGGTGACGACCCAGGCCCGGGG 
113965000 28 + 125947759 CTCCTGTGGTGAGGACCCAGGCCCGGGG 
9910173 27 - 55688157 CTCTTGTGGTGAGT- TCCACGTCCAGGG 
14681 28 - 100063422 TTCCTGTGGAGAGGAGCCATGCCTAGAG 
21132696 28 + 135000294 TTCCTGTGGAGAGGAGCCATGCCCAGAG 
12012 28 + 249250621 TTCCTGTGGAGAGGAGCCATGCCTAGAG 
79080 28 + 105741 TTCCTGTGGAGAGGAGCCATGCCAGGGG 
45129600 28 + 48908698 TTCCTGTGGTGAGAATCCGTGTCCAGGG 
0 0 + 0 
----------------------------
0 0 + 0 
----------------------------
113865000 28 + 125847759 CTCCTGTGGTGAGGACCCAGGCCCGGGG 
8810173 27 - 55688157 CTCTTGTGGTGAGT-TCCACGTCCAGGG 
0 0 + 0 
----------------------------
0 0 + 0 
----------------------------
14681 28 - 100063422 TTCCTGTGGAGAGGAGCCATGCCTAGAG 
21132696 28 + 135000294 TTCCTGTGGAGAGGAGCCATGCCCAGAG 
0 0 + 0 ----------------------------
Figure 3.4: a) Example of an alignment block in maf format from UCSC mul-
tiz46way that includes >= 7 selected species. The line in red carries information 
on a species not selected for our analysis (horse). b) We modified the eligible 
block by removing all unselected species and adding missing species with default 
information. Added species are presented in blue. 
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Algorithm 3.2 Algorithms to fuse all adjacent blacks to identify synteny blacks. 
black_! +-removeFirstBlock(listO f Black) 
for each black do 
if listO f Black.size == 1 then 
listO f FusedBlacks.push(black_I) 
el se 
black _II +-removeFirstBlock(listO f Black) 
if ( !areContiguous(black_I, black_II) then 
listO f FusedBlocks .push(black_I) 
black 1 +--- black I 1 
el se 
for each species in (black_!) do 
species.size+- species.size + black _1 I .species.size 
species .seq+-concatenate( species.seq,black _ 1 I .species.seq) 
Then, we applied the same algorithm with a maximum distance of 1 Kbp for all 
species in the block. These blacks will then be filtered by length. This rneans that 
all blacks having less than 1,000 nucleotides , with respect to the human sequence, 
would be excluded from the study. The remaining blacks would be considered 
as synteny blacks. With the 1,000 nucleotides size rule we are able to observe 
genomic regions among their neighboring regions and to see if they are conser-
ved with respect to t heir locations among other regions between selected species. 
This process in schematized in the example of Figure 3.5. In this example, fusion 
procedure has been applied to the four alignment blacks on the left. Moreover, 
other than for the last two blocks, Blc_II1 and Blc_1V, we can not fuse the rest 
of neighboring blacks. Ble_ I and Ble_ II couldn't been fused due to the separa-
t ion of those blacks by more than 1,000 nucleotides in both genomes of Caw and 
Dog. The same force inhibited the fusion of Ble_ II and Ble_ III but this time on 
the mouse genome. Applying the same method explained above, we fused all the 
conserved blacks to extract and identify our synteny blacks for our analysis . As 
we mentioned before, all blacks having a size less than 1,000 nucleotides ( 1 Kbp) , 
with respect to human sequence, have been filtered as well. 
a 
lluman 1---- --------- --+ 
Mouse 1---- -----o+---- --
DogJ---.. ._ ____ _. ____ _.. __ 
Cow 1---.. - ----------
Chicken 1······· ·· ····· ... ......... .. ...... .................... .. 
b 
Hamaa.chrl + ==== M•usuhr-1-
0ot.cbrH Blc_l 
Cow.c)lrU•+ ---
Cbi~krn.ua + ... .... ......... .. . .. . 
Mf !Ut.thri-lluuuubrl + ====== 
IH(.<hr?+ Blc_ll 
Co~·.rbrl + ------
Cbidu a.ua + .. . ..... ......... .. .. ........ ... .. 
Hamaa.dlrl + ===== !\l•usr.cb l -
Do:.c br7+ 
Cow.c~rUa+ ----
Ckkkra.chrl + ••••• •••• •••• ••• •·•••••• • 
Hamaa.rhrl + --
i\leusr.chrl- --
~.chr7 + -­
Cow.ctlrUa + --
C\kkta.chrl + --
Blc_lll 
Blc_IV 
M:rrtii.Ji~ 
Humu.cllrl + ----
l\leuH.chrl- ==== Dot.thr'7 + 
Cow.cbrCn + ----
Chick~n.un + .. •.• ••• .•.••••••.•.•. 
i\l eu~r.chr l-
Ble_! 
HIIIII.U.cllrl + ====== 
D-r.chr? + Blc_ll 
Cow.cbrJ + ------
Chiclta.IID + .••• •••••.•• •• •• , ••••• ••• .•• •• •••• 
Hu~~~aa .cbrl+ ====== Cll lmp.tbr l + 
~loun.tbrl-====== Oot<h r? + Ble _Ill - IV 
Co•·.cbrUII+ ------
Cblcl.:ra.cbrl + .......... .. .. ..... .. .. , __ 
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Figure 3.5: Synteny block extraction : a) This figure shows the original architec-
ture of each species genome. Each color represents a conserved genomic region 
presented in most of the compared genomes. X s are used to label the genomic 
regions t hat are not common between those species with a size > 1 Kbp. Each 
arrow represent the orientation of the blacks with respect to the reference genome, 
which is, in this case, t he human genome. Figure b, on the left represents each 
conserved region among these species in the form of an alignment block. In the 
fusion steps, a gap of > 1 Kbp between Ble_! and Ble_ II in both Cow and Dog 
genome, prevents us from fusing these two alignment blocks. The same phenome-
non in the genome of the M ouse between Ble_ 2 and Ble_ III restricts the fusion 
between those two blocks. On the contrary the continuity between purple and 
yellow blocks (the last two blocks) is not disturbed in any of the species so that 
we could fuse these to blocks to a single conserved block shown in Figure b, on 
the right . 
3.1.5 Phylogenetic analysis 
To study t he evolut ionary history of genomic conserved regions, we need to know 
the evolutionary relationship between those species (their phylogenetic history). 
It is important to have accurate phylogenies, since the breakpoint prediction algo-
~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ~ ------
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rithm will rely on those phylogenies. As we explained in 1.2.3, species phylogenetic 
t ree were constructed based on these evolut ionary relationships. The MSA that 
we used for this study is also constructed based on the same phylogeny. Thus, to 
understand the evolut ionary nature of extracted genomic regions from this MSA 
we need the phylogenetic t ree of the selected species. To obtain this t ree, we have 
downloaded the species phylogenetic tree that our multiple sequence alignment of 
46 species was constructed on, from http : 1 /hgdownload- test . cse . ucsc . 
edu/ go ldenPath/hg19/multi z 4 6way 14 6way . nh in Newick format . We then 
altered this tree by removing all the species that are not included in this study 
using retree program of PHYLIP package (Felsenstein, 2005). This phylogenetic 
t ree (see Figure 3.6) for the 12 selected species is used as our reference t ree for 
our phylogenetic analysis. To infer the evolut ionary history of the extracted syn-
teny blocks and their associated potential breakpoint regions, we used MrBayes 
program (Huelsenbeck et al., 2001 ), based on a Bayesian approach, which is one 
of the main robust approaches in phylogenetic analyses. It is important to have 
accurate phylogenies , since the breakpoint prediction algorithm will rely on those 
t rees. Robinson and Foulds (RF) topological distance algorithm (Robinson and 
Foulds, 1981) was used to compare inferred phylogenetic trees with the species 
tree . Robinson and Foulds (RF) topological distance is a metric to compute the 
number of splitting and merging edges needed to couvert one t ree topology into 
another. This distance metric is well-known and has been used in several studies 
(Swofford , 1998; Kumar et al., 2004) (see Figure 3.7). In this example the Ro-
binson and Foulds (RF) topological distance between these two trees is equal to 
2 as the tree on the left needs two modifications to be converted to the one on 
the right. With the same method, we calculated the topological dist ances between 
all inferred phylogenetic tree of extracted synteny blocks with the t ree of species . 
These topological distances were calculated using a C++ script produced in our 
laboratory. 
Phylogenetic trec for 12 selected species in Newick format: 
(( ((((((Human:0.00642,Chimpanzee:0.00636):0.01154,0rangutan:O . Ol85): 
0.03537,Marmoset:0.06828):0.08797, (Mouse:0.0857l,Rat:0.09147):0.28743): 
0.02117,(Cow:0.23598,Dog:O.l7093):0.03546) :0.02249,(Elephant: 
0.16964,Armadillo:0.16054):0.0073):0.24458,0possum:0.34891): 
0.20202,Chicken:0.60993); 
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Figure 3.6: Phylogenetic tree for 12 selected species (Karolchik et al., 2003) in Ne-
wick format. Next we excluded all the species from the well-accepted phylogenetic 
tree of species from UCSC genome browser , using retree application of PHYLIP 
package (Felsenstein, 2005). Figure above shows the final tree for the 12 species 
in Newick format. This tree was then converted to this circular tree format using 
iTol (Letunic and Bork, 2007). 
3.1.6 Identification of synteny breaks (breakpoints) 
To identify synteny breaks or breakpoints on the human genome, we consider re-
gions between each two neighboring synteny blacks on the human genome as a 
potential breakpoint, such that the size of the region is lower than 1 Mb. This 
constraint is necessary to avoid ambiguous regions that could not be associated 
correctly to breakpoints ( e.g. sequences of heterochromatin). Heterochromatic se-
quences have high levels of repetitive elements, which make it difficult to assemble 
(Hoskins et al., 2002) such as centromeres and telomeres. In the next step, the 
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llu.man lluman 
Chimp Chlmp 
'----- Orangu.tan x 'lumosct ----' 
'------Marmosct Oraneutan -------' 
Moust' l\1ousc 
Rat Rat 
Figure 3.7: The RF topological distance: The number of modifications needed to 
convert the tree topology on the left to the one on the right two operations are 
necessary. This means that the RF topological distance between the two topologies 
is equal to 2. 
fusion procedure is applied one more time to the extracted blocks to document all 
the forces that prevent us to fuse each two neighboring blocks. Simultaneously, all 
the forces that prevented to fuse two neighboring blocks have been documented as 
a potential break. The process has been presented in Figure 3.8. In this example, 
each accolade represents a synteny block and distances between each two synteny 
blocks. The potential breakpoints are marked in red. The two ends of the chro-
mosome are considered as breaks in all species ( Brk _ 1 and Brk _ 2). Brk _ 2 has 
occurred due to a distance between the first two synteny blocks with respect to 
the chicken genome. Brk_ 3 is detected by a change in orientation in the purple 
(fifth) block with respect to the genome of Armadillo. And so on and so forth , all 
the breakpoints would be identified. 
Brk 1 Brk 2 Bt·k 3 Brk 4 Brk ; Brk 6 Rrk 7 
~~ Blc~ynt \ BlcSynZ ~B~~~~~~ 
lluman l 1 ) 2 ) 3 , 4) 5 ) 6) 7) ~ 9 ) 10 ) 
Cbimp 11------i~~-tl--+-.--'1)--iJ)~)---~)~.....;)~­
Mou.., 11-......,.(E--- ----<IIIP... ....... E-----4(~-4(~~ ..... -4(!---4(~-
) ) , ) , 
( ( ( ( 
) , ) ) 
) , ) ) ® ( 
Cow l•---+--l~...-l~-l-....;) ..... .....;)~-iJ)~· ---iJ)~...-.3)~­
Armadlllo ii- -~-... -~-~- -4---(E--4(~4 ... 4(,___-II---!J).-
) .... ) ) 
IKbp 
) 
SJ•ntcny Brrak 'I)'pr: 
1 Change in chromosome 
~ Change or orientation 
~Distance 
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Figure 3.8: Extraction of synteny blocks and their corresponding breaks : Each 
arrow represents a conserved region on each genome. Each color specify same 
genomic conserved region in all species. Directions in each arrow represent the 
orientation of that region in each species. The distance between each two vertical 
lines represents 1 Kbp. Each X shows the start of a chromosome. As shown in this 
example, blocks 2, 3, and 4 as well as block 7 and 8 have been fused together in 
the fusion step as there was a distance less than 1 Kbp between each two blocks in 
all species. After the fusion step, block 6 has been eliminated from our study due 
to its size ( < 1 Kbp). Forces that prevented the fusion between each two synteny 
blocks have been documented as a potential breakpoint. 
3.1.7 Identification of breakpoints specifie to human lineage 
Having documented all the breaks in different selected species between each two 
neighboring blocks permitted us to t rack down the origin of genome rearrange-
ments of contemporary genomes on the species tree. We have applied the get_ LCA 
method of BioP erl (Stajich et al., 2002) to find the Lowest Common Ancestor 
(LCA) for each set of rearrangements shared among two or more species, on the 
species tree. This has enabled us to identify and eliminate the breakpoints, which 
are probably not present in any of human ancestors. As presented in Figure 3.9.a, 
a breakpoint observed in rat and mouse could be traced back to the common 
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ancestor of the two species carrying the same break. In this case , the common 
ancestor of the break is probably a rodent living sorne where after the separation 
of rodents from their common ancestors with primates, as no such synteny break 
is observed neither in human nor in chimpanzee. So the break in this Figure would 
not be considered as a human lineage-specific breakpoint. On the other hand the 
common ancestor of the species carrying the break in 3.9b, could be traced back 
to a human ancestor before the separation of the primates and rodents. Since it 
has originated from a human ancestor, this break will be considered as human 
lineage specifie. 
• Conservation 
,!l' Breakpolnt 
.• .. Breakpoint ancestor 
X Braakpoint birthplace 
b 1 t t Human 
• 4 li Chlmpanzee 
~ Mouse 
• 1 • Rat 
Hu man 
. .. J 
• • • 
..... 
- .. . 
• • • 
Chlmpanzee 
Mouse 
Rat 
Figure 3.9: The figure shows how LCA algorithm can predict the common ancestor 
of the rearranged red block. a) The block in red have been rearranged in all rodent 
so the possible birth place of this synteny break is sorne time after separation of 
the rodent from primates and it do es not concern the human lineage. b) The 
block in red is rearranged in rat and chimp. So it should originate from one of the 
common ancestors of primates and rodents. So the Lowest Common Ancestor of 
this break is the human ancestor Euarchontoglires. 
3.2 Identification of fragile regions 
To identify genomic fragile region based on the comparative analysis carried out 
before, the first step is to understand the distribution of synteny breaks in different 
genomic region. The chromosome was scanned using a sliding window approach. 
Different frame sizes were used (from 20 Kbp to 70 Kbp) and the number of 
l-
I 
1 
1· 
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breaks in each window have been counted as shown in Figure 3.10. Breakpoints 
were considered to fall into a window if they have at least one position overlap 
with thatwindow. Then , under t )l.e distribution curve, all windows falling in the 
left most 5% have been considered as highly conserved windows and t hose of 
the right most 5% have been considered as highly fragile. Then t hese two groups 
of windows were put as ide and a z-score was calculated for each window, based 
on the remaining population ( z-score = breakp~ints-x) . In the next step windows 
were classified in three groups; f ragile (F) : those with a z-score grea ter than 2, 
conserved (C) : those with a z-score lower than -2, and the rest as others ( 0). 
,J 
* "-
....... 
,. 
window w n-1 wn wn+l 
nb brcak.points 5 6 4 
Figure 3.10: In t his Figure, red lines represent breakpoints that distribute along 
the chromosome (two-headed arrow). We scanned the chromosome wit h a sliding 
window and counted the number of breakpoints that have at }east one position 
overlap with that window. -
3.2.1 Association of genomic markers 
As we explained in 1.3.2 and 1.3 .5 , severa} markers are known to be associated with 
genomic instability in the course of evolution as well as disease development. Based 
on this fact, we have decided to choose 4 of such genomic markers to study their 
associations with our identified genome regions in this study. These markers are as 
follows : Known genes, CpG-islands, repeats and G-quadruplex. Annotation tracks 
of known genes, CpG islands and repeats have been obtained from ENCODE 
project available on UCSC Genome Browser public site for the Feb. 2009 assembly 
of the human genome (hg19/ Genome Reference Consortium Human Reference 
• 1 
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37) (Rosenbloom et al., 2013). Annotation tracks for G-quadruplex have been 
obtained from G4 database (Wong et al. , 2010) and converted from NCBI Build 
36 to GRCh37 coordinates using lift ü ver (Hinrichs et al. , 2006) ut ility that is 
available on UCSC Genome Browser website. We assigned a unique ID to each 
annotation. Annotation with different names but exact positions and orientations 
were combined together using Perl scripts. Association of those markers with 
each region is defined in such a way that a marker is associated with a region if it 
has at least one nucleotide that overlaps with that region. As schematized in the 
Figure 3. 11 , all purple annotations are considered to be associated with the Ble_ I. 
Annotations in blue are associated with the Ble_ II and the green annotations is 
associated with both. And lastly, the red marker is considered not to be associated 
with any of the two regions. 
) 
:lM -
:~: ) f---+' 
. . . 
. . . 
~=···- ~ 1 )E; 
. . 
. . 
+ Atsociated witb Blc_J 
+ As.sociated '"ith Blc_II 
+ Associaled '~rilh 8oth blocks 
+ Assodated whh aone 
Figure 3.11: Each Lhin arrow represents an annotation. Purple and blue annota-
tions are considered to be associated with Ble_ I and Ble_ II respectively with a 
minimum !-nucleotide overlap with those blocks. Green annotation is considered 
to be associated with both blocks and the red annotation has not been considered 
as associated to any block. 
CHAPTERIV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4. 1 Extraction of synteny region on human chromosome 1 
From MSA of 45 vertebrate genomes against human chromosome 1 (mult iz46way), 
available from UCSC genome browser website (Kent et al., 2002) , 1833468 align-
ment blocks with at least 7 selected species have been extractecl . All adjacent 
blocks with a distance less than 1 Kbp with respect to all species fused which 
resulted in 141,035 conserved blocks as explained in 3. 1.4. The size distribut ion 
of these blocks are presented in Figure 4. 1, which varies from 6 to 16,869 nucleo-
tides (nt) with regard to human sequence. Although the contribut ion of human 
genomic sequence would diverge from 1,000 to 16,869 nucleotides but they ex-
tend from 1,001 nt to 17,694 nt on the chromosome. This is due to the fusion of 
neighboring blocks with a distance < 1 Kbp following the absence of small regions 
in the multiple sequence alignment. This is another reason that we tolerated up 
to 999 nucleotide-distance to fuse the neighboring blocks. As we described our 
method in the last chapter, alignment blocks with size less than 1 Kbp will not 
be included in our analysis. Excluding all the blocks with a size less than 1 Kbp 
(100,510 blocks), with respect to human, 40,525 conserved alignment blocks was 
identified as synteny blocks. We have extracted 40525 synteny blocks on human 
chromosome 1 with sizes varying from 1000 to 17694 base pairs. More than 80% 
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Figure 4.1: Distribut ion of size of conserved blocks on chromosome 1 resulted from 
the last fusion step. 
of these blacks have a size less than 5 Kbp. The size distribution of these blocks 
are presented in Figure 4. 2. These fragmentary blacks are mostly due to either 
missing data or micro-rearrangement affecting the genome architecture of several 
species. 
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Figure 4.2: Distribution of size of human synteny blacks on chromosome 1. 
The proportion of each genome in our blacks represented by Figure 4.3, which 
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shows that the ext racted blocks have covered less than half of chromosome 1 
( '""4 7%) . As can be seen in this Figure, the contribution of each species in our 
data shows almost a direct correlation with the evolutionary distance between 
that species and human. Other than opossum, all mammals cont ributed in over 
60% of our extracted blocks. This should be as a result of the low-coverage ge-
nome assembly of the opossum. The low cont ribut ion of chicken ( '""6%) is due 
to the evolutionary distance between human as a primate and chicken as a non-
mammalian vertebrate ànd was expected as well . The only incoherence between 
contribut ions and the evolut ionary distances between species is with regards to 
the rodent branch. Even though t hey are Human closest neighbors, their contribu-
tions are less than those of the more distantly related species. But , this is mainly 
due to the absence of their sequence in a fraction of about 30% of the initial ali-
gnment blocks. Table 4.1 shows the contribut ion of each species in more det ails. 
As ment ioned in this table, all placental mammals shared at least 85% of human 
synteny blocks, except the rodents. This could be due to the short life spam of 
the rodents compare to other placental mammals which means more generations 
lead to higher genomîc modifications with compare to their evolutionary cousins. 
Moreover this coverage goes over 90% in primates. 
4. 1.1 Association of genomic markers with synteny blocks 
To gain more insights on functional and structural characteristics of extracted 
synteny blocks we studied their associations with four genomic markers known 
to have a role in genome stability as described in 3. 2.1. These markers are as 
follows : known genes, repeats, CpG-islands, and G-quadroplex. The summary of 
the association of these markers with each synteny block is presented in Figure 
4.4. The result shows that about 60% of extracted synteny blocks were associated 
with coding genes . 20% of the blocks are not associated with any of the selected 
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32.2% 
• 
Figure 4.3: Percentage cont ribution of eaçh genome in extracted blocks. The per-
centage values describe the contribut ion of each genome in MSA of 45 vertebrates 
against human chromosome 1. The values are coherent with evolutionary distances 
between each genome and the human genome. The lower values for rodents are 
due to their absence on 30% of initial alignment blocks. Furthermore the level 
of contribut ion of armadillo as a placental mammal on human chromosome is 
probably as a result of its low-coverage genome assembly. 
markers. These non-coding conserved blocks that carry no repeat elements regions 
should be of those stable gene deserts explained in 1.1.3. The high number of 
synteny blocks th at are associated with repeats ( 40%) was expected, as repeats 
are the most abundant elements in the genome. 
4.1. 2 Inference of the evolut ionary history of extracted synteny blocks 
For each synteny block, a phylogenetic t ree has been constructed using a bayesian 
approach. The bayesian inferred t rees were compared with t he species tree using 
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Species name chrCoverage blockCoverage nbN ucleotide 
Chicken 2.88% 6.12% 7183585 
Opossum 11 .23% 23.87% 27992836 
Armadillo 28.54% 60.68% 71151661 
Elephant 41.15% 87.48% 102569352 
Cow 40.25% 85.58% 100345213 
Dog 41.78% 88.83% 104151862 
Rat 29.66% 63 .06% 73939684 
Mo use 32.20% 68.47% 80279859 
Marmoset 43.57% 92 .63% 108608627 
Orangutan 45.63% 97.00% 113733562 
Chimpanzee 46.31% 98 .46% 115446892 
Human 47.03% 100% 117245231 
Table 4. 1: Contribution of each species in extracted blocks. The second column 
displays the contribution of each genome in init ial multiple sequence alignment of 
45 species against human. The t hird column carries information on the presence 
of each genome in our extracted conserved blocks. The last column shows the 
contribution of each genome in the initial MSA by nucleotide. 
Robinson and Foulds (RF) topological distance algorithm. As one can see in Figure 
4.5, the distribution of the RF distances shows that inferred topologies have strong 
discordance with species tree topology. About 50% of synteny blocks show an 
RF distance over 4. The question that raises is : if these blocks are conserved, 
and they kept their synteny through evolution of mammals, why should such 
incongruity with the well-accepted phylogenetic tree of species be observed? To 
understand the reason, we looked at the quality of alignment blocks. We observed 
that most of the blocks having disagreement with the species t ree are harboring 
missing information, and we have replaced them with gaps in the extraction step. 
Therefore, we verified all alignment blocks and for each block we identified every 
species with complete missing information and excluded them from the inferred 
t ree. Then, for each such block we recalculated the RF distance of the altered 
tree with its corresponding species t ree. After this cleaning, the distribution of 
RF distance showed much more agreement with the species tree (see Figure 4.6). 
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Association of synteny blacks with selected markers 
56.97% 
39.31% 
22 .47% 
19 .65% 
4.58% 
-Gene CpG Repeats G4 Not annotated 
Figure 4.4: Association of synteny blocks with the four selected genomic markers. 
This shows the number of synteny blocks that overlaps with at least one nucleotide 
position with each marker. 
Over 75% of synteny blocks showed an RF distance smaller than 4 from the species 
tree. The remaining disagreements could be still due to partial missing information 
or alignment quality. These results supported the quality of the synteny extraction 
method. 
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Figure 4.5: Distribution of RF distances between species t ree and inferred tree 
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Figure 4.6: Distribution of RF distances between corrected inferred trees and their 
corresponding species t ree. 
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4.2 Extraction of synteny breaks 
To pinpoint genomic regions that are enriched in breakpoints (fragile region or 
rearrangement hotspots ), one should first identify breakpoints along the ge-
nome and then identify the regions where those breakpoints are clustered. In this 
project, the breakpoints are defined as regions bounded by two consecutive syn-
teny regions (Lemaitre et al., 2008), such that the size of the region is lower than 
1 Mbp. This constraint is necessary to avoid ambiguous regions that could not 
be associated correctly to breakpoints ( e.g. centromeres) . It should be reiterated 
that, we fused all adj acent conserved blacks with less than 1 Kbp gap between 
sequences of all species, to delineate synteny blacks. Also, we defined a synteny 
black, as a conserved black between the selected species with a minimum size of 
1 Kbp. Renee, we excluded all t he mini blocks in the previous step. We identified 
40,525 synteny blocks. So any factor that prevented the fusion of two contiguous 
blacks could indicate the force that broke the synteny between those two blacks. 
To identify synteny breaks on human chromosome 1, we examined all regions 
between each two synteny blocks and documented all t he forces against fusion 
of those blacks. It was observed that 7101 regions between synteny blacks were 
not surrounded by blacks with a broken synteny. This means that those regions 
don 't have the characteristics of breakpoints. Looking back at all enclosing blacks 
it was observed that these blacks were not fused in the previous step due to the 
small micro-rearrangements that happened within those excluded short conserved 
regions between them. Figure 4. 7 demonstrates such episodes. As one can see, the 
blue block, between the first two synteny blocks, is locat ed on a different chromo-
some with respect to the genome of the chicken. Therefore, at the fusion step we 
were not able to fuse it with neither BlcSynl nor with BlcSyn2. But as the blue 
block has been excluded due to its length, one could observe that BlcSynl and 
BlcSyn2 are in the same synteny. Also the small red block in chicken is located 
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after the BlcSyn3 with a distance greater than 1 Kbp from the BlcSyn2 which 
prevented the fusion process between these two blocks. Furthermore, when this 
small block would be removed due to its size, BlcSyn2 and BlcSyn3 no break of 
synteny between t hem could be observed. Due to similar phenomena, 7,101 out of 
Blt'Syol BlcSynl 8 /cSynJ 
liu mao 
Cbimp 
Mous«! 
Dog 
Cow 
Armadillo 
Cbicktn 1 .. 1 1 .. 
/Kbp 
Figure 4.7: Micro-rearrangements phenomenons: In this example, the BlcSyn1 and 
BlcSyn2 will be associated to t he same syntenic region when the small conserved 
region is removed. This small region has a size less than 1,000 nt (blue region) 
and is removed, which is a resuit of an insertion in the genome of the chicken 
rearrangement. 
40,524 regions between synteny blocks have been excluded from the collection of 
potential breakpoints for further analysis. ext , we added the two chromosome ex-
tremities to these breaks. So we are left with 33425 potential breakpoints. Within 
these breaks only one had a length greater then 1 Mbp, which was overlapping 
with the centromere region of the chromosome, as expected, and was excluded 
from the potential breakpoints as well. Other than centromere regions, the rest of 
discontinuations should be most probably due to the missing data and alignment 
quality as well as our extraction protocol, which accepts all conserved alignment 
blocks having at least 7 species from our selected species presented. The size dis-
tribution of the extracted breaks that is presented in Figure 4.8 ranges from 0 to 
617,590 bp. About 17% of those breaks have a size equal to O. This was predic-
ted as the multiple alignment has been produced based on the human genome. 
Therefore, all human blocks are almost adjacent. 
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13521 
100.00% max 617590 
99.50% 47324.3 
75.00% QJ 4201 
50.00% Q2 1555 
25.00% Q1 375 
0.50% 0 
0.00% min 0 
7049 
' 
Mean 3973.0817 
Std Dev 10767.564 
5731 Std Err Mean 58.914841 
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4029 
1441 
676 571 339 
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0 lKbp Skbp lOKbp lSKbp 20Kbp 25Kbp lOOKbp 700Kbp 
Size distribution of hum an lineage-specific breakpoints 
Figure 4.8: Distribution of size of human synteny breaks on chromosome 1 
4. 2.1 Identification of breakpoints specifie to the human lineage 
The main objective of this master thesis was to identify the fragile regions on the 
human genome. Synteny breaks were identified using comparative analysis of the 
twelve selected species in the previous step. In the next step, human lineage specifie 
synteny breaks have been identified. The rest of the breaks have been excluded for 
further analyses. As explained above, during the synteny break identification step, 
for each break, all the forces that have broken the synteny (change in chromosome 
location or orientation as well as a distance >= 1 Kbp ) between each two adjacent 
synteny blocks have been documented. Going back again to the Figure 3.5, we 
noted, for example, that the first break is with respect to the mouse genome. The 
second break was due to the separation of two blocks on cow and dog genomes 
and the third was again with regards to the mouse genome. Thus based on the 
assumption that similar elements in two or more contemporary genomes are driven 
from the common ancestor of those who carry that element, we now want to find 
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out the common ancestor of breaks shared among species. Using LCA algorithm, 
the common ancestor of all extracted breaks have been identified . 33,404 breaks 
out of 33,425 extracted breaks, have been identified as human lineage-specific 
synteny breaks, as they were located on one of the common ancestors of human. 
The LCA result is presented in Figure 4.9 . As can be seen in this Figure, the 
number of identified non-human lineage-specific breaks is negligible (0.06%) as 
almost 100% of the breaks are ident ified as human-lineage specifie. 
22 
33377 1 
1 Chicken 
Opossum 20 
1 
Elephant Armadlllo 
Human Chlmp 
Figure 4.9: This shows the number of breaks identified for each leaf or internai 
node on the species tree. Dark red indicates the breaks that are traced back on 
human lineage. Almost all the breaks were identified as human-lineage specifie 
breaks. And only 21 breaks were identified as other species-specific bi-eaks. 
4.2.2 Association of genomic markers with breakpoints 
Certain genomic markers are known to be associated with genome rearrangements. 
For instance, markers such as repeats, G-quadruplex and sorne genes (see 3.2.1). 
Thus , we studied the association of our extracted breaks with those markers . 
The result presented in Figure 4.10 shows that 60% of breaks are associated with 
genes. This result was not expected but it could be associated to the fact that 
these regions constitute to most sequenced ones in the different organisms. The 
obtained preliminary results should be investigated further in the future since here 
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we only provide it as an overview. 
Association of breakpoints with selected markers 
54.42% 
46.62% 
23.49% 
19 .76% 
3.22% 
Gene CpG Repeat G4 Not annotated 
Figure 4.10: Association of synteny breaks with the four selected genomic markers. 
60% of synteny breaks were associated with the genes. This was not as expected 
and it should be verified . 
4.3 Identification of fragile region on human chromosome 1 
We scanned the chromosome using a sliding window approach with frames from 20 
Kbp to over 100 Kbp. In each window, the number of synteny breaks (breakpoints) 
were counted. Then, we studied the distribution of those counts. We observed that 
windows with sizes below 30 Kbp show very week distributions. The same thing 
was true for window size over 80 Kbp. The distributions in window over 80 Kbp 
were highly dispersed. Comparing the distribution of breaks in different window 
size , we observed that the breakpoint distribution in 70 Kbp windows is more 
consensual. Renee wc fixed the window size at 70 Kbp for the remaining of the 
study. 
As explained in 3.2, the two extremities (outliers) of the distribution were put 
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aside as highly fragile and highly conserved on the right and left side of the dis-
tribution respectively. Next, the z-score for each window was computed. Then 
the distribut ion was divided in three parts. The left and right tails falling among 
respectively Z-score <-2 and Z-score > 2 were classified as conserved (C) and 
fragil e (fragile) regions respectively and the rest of the windows are categorised as 
non-fragile non-conserved ( others (0 )) regions. The summary of these distribu-
tions are presented in Figure 4. 11 . The overall view on the chromosome confirmed 
100.00% max 25 1- 19 2.05123 99.50'!. 20 19 2.05123 
- -75.00'!. Q3 14 14 0.75856 
50.00'!. Q2 11 11 .0.017 
25.00'!. Q1 7 8 .0.7926 
0.50% 1 2 ·2.3439 
- -0.00'/o min 1 2 ·2.3439 
- -- - -Mean 10.010671 11 06592 ·8.91E·11 
Std Oov 4.9356987 3.8679558 1 
Stcl Err Mean 0.0827109 0.0691921 0.0178885 
N 3561 3125 3125 
- -
--
Distribution number of breaks (nbSrk) Excludlng Iwo 5% extremllies z-score 
Figure 4.11: Distribution of synteny breaks in sliding window of size 70 Kbp on 
chromosome 1. 
a non-homogeneous distribution of breakpoint accumulation as expected. Figure 
4.12 shows the distribution of breakpoints along human chromosome 1. As explai-
ned in 4.2.1, only one identified breakpoint were filtered due to its size ( > 1 Kbp) 
which also overlapped with the chromosome centromere. This region is 
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With the previous procedure , 75 windows were identified as fragile region. The 
contiguous windows were fused together to identify the fragile regions. 72 fragile 
regions were identified having sizes from 70 Kbp to 140 Kbp. 
4.3.1 Association of genomic markers with each window frame 
To have more information on the characteristics of these regions, we decided to 
analyze the functional and structural characteristics of these regions. As explained 
in 1.3.2 and 1.3.5, sorne genomic markers are known to be associated with the level 
of fragility in the genome. Therefore, we decided to study the distribution of the 
four selected markers since their involvement in genome fragility are well accepted 
such as known genes, CpG-islands, repeats and G-quadruplex. The association 
was defined as at least one nucleotide overlap with each window for all sizes. The 
number of total genomic markers associated with these regions are presented in 
Figure 4. 13. Surprisingly, the results of the association shows a presence of G4 
markers and repeats in all the 72 identified blocks. One can highlight that the 
corresponding markers are overrepresented in the 72 selected window frames. 
100.00% 100.00% 
Gene CpG Repeat G4 Annotated by ali 
Figure 4.13: Association of fragile regions with selected markers . 
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4.3.2 Robustness of the identified fragile regions 
The computational extracted fragile regions derive from several different compu-
tational step containing their own biases. Here, we decided to take a conservative 
approach by taking in each step the most stringent criteria. We are aware of 
the necessity of further analyses to better assess the robustness of our extracted 
fragile regions . However, the preliminary results, presented in this master thesis, 
highlight severa! interesting facts. For instance, other than 16 fragile regions that 
were not annotated with any gene, the rest of the regions overlap with 195 genes 
including genes associated with human diseases. The summary of those genes are 
represented in Table 4.2. 
Gene name Associated condition 
PAX7 Alveolar rhabdomyosarcoma 
LAMB3 Epidermolysis bullosa 
ALDH4A1 Hyperprolinemia (HP) 
GJA5 Atrial fibrillation 
USH2A Retinitis pigmentosa (RP) 
USH2A Usher syndrome (US) 
NRAS Malignant melanoma 
1 RAS Autoimmune lymphoproliferative syndromes 
NRAS Noonan syndrome and related disorders 
HMCN1 Macular degeneration 
T NFRSF1B Graft-versus-host disease 
DPYD Dihydropyrimidine dehydrogenase deficiency 
Table 4.2: List of genes associated with ident ified fragile regions and diseases. The 
associated conditions are extracted from KEGG DISEASE Database (Kanehisa 
et al. , 2014). Maglott et a.l. (2005); Becker et al. (2004); Pletscher-Frankild et al. 
(2014) ; Huret and Senon (2006) 
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Identified fragile regions vs. chromosomal fragile sites 
As mentioned in 1.3.6, certain sites on human chromosomes are cytogenetically 
ident ified as fragi}e sites. These sites are corresponding to chromosome bands and 
their exact positions in molecular level are not known yet (Savelyeva and Brue-
ckner, 2014). However, we compared these regions with our results. 19 of these 
sites are identified on the chromosome 1, out of which, only one is known as a rare 
fragile site (Lukusa and Fryns, 2008; Mrasek et al., 2010). This site (FRA1E) is 
located on 1p21.3 (chr1 :97,749,961-98, 119,925) (Savelyeva and Brueckner, 2014). 
Figure 4. 14 shows the FRAIE (rare fragile site) along with our identified regions 
uploaded as custom t racks on UCSC genome browser. As one can see, there is 
no ident ified conserved region presents in this site . Moreover, out of 69 regions 
ident ified as "others '' , 9 have a very elevated number of breakpoints (highlighted 
as pink and light red), means that these windows have 1 or 2 breaks less than 
the defined threshold (19) to be ident ified as fragile regions. Comparison of these 
regions wit h somatic mutation in cancer (COSMIC) (Bamford et al. , 2004) track 
shows that these non-fragile but on the edge of fragility, mostly overlaps with 
cancer mutations. In addition, out of 4 fragile regions presented in this site, two 
overlap wit h DPYD gene. DPYD mutations results in dihydropyrimidine dehydro-
genase. Alt hough the contribut ion of alterations in DPYD in cancer development 
is unknown, genomic alteration in this gene is not rare in cancer cells (Gross et al., 
2013; Savelyeva and Brueckner, 2014) . 
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Another interesting result shows that the most fragile region (F _ 2520 with 25 
breakpoints) overlaps with PAPPA2 gene, According to ClinVar (Landrum et al. , 
2013) , this gene has been reported to be associated with lung cancer and malignant 
melanoma. The association of this gene with two identifiee! fragile regions is shown 
in Figure 4. 15. Looking at previously ident ifiee! conservee! synteny on chromosome 
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lneachreg!on 
• [1 - 3 ] 
[ 4 - S] 
[6 - 14 ) 
" [15 - 16 ] 
.. ( 17 - 18] 
• [ 19 - 25] 
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"'" ctvt:l 176.450,000 1 
Figure 4.15: Visualization of overlaps of t he most fragile regions with PAPPA2 
gene. With 25 breakpoints , F _ 2520 region is the most fragile region t hat starts 
32 Kbp upstream of this gene. 
1 also showed sorne promising results. For instance, a region of "'3. 7 Kbp on the 
q arm of the chromosome has been ident ifiee! as a synteny block by a comparative 
analysis (Larkin et al. , 2009). Half of this region has also been ident ifiee! as a non 
fragile site by Fungtammasan et al. (2012). However, our result identifiee! only 
two specifie regions as conservee! regions as well as three as not a conservee! but 
regions with very low number of breaks. See Figure 4. 16. As t his figure shows, 
these 5 regions have no overlaps with any known somatic mutations in cancer, 
COSMIC (Bamford et al., 2004) . Moreover there are 7 regions in this window were 
identifiee! as non-fragile but with a high number of breaks. These regions show 
overlaps with somatic mutations in cancers. These results need to be confirmee! 
with more profound analysis. However it seems that our method could identify 
fragile region with a higher specificity comparing with other methods. 
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Figure 4.16: This figure presents a region that have previously identified as a 
conserved region by two studies along with our results as custom tracks on UCSC 
genome browser. Two conserved regions with three other non-conserved but with 
a very low number of breaks are located in this region that have no overlap with 
somatic mutation in cancer. 
Gene Ontology (GO) 
For the corresponding 159 protein coding genes, a Gene Ontology (GO) ana-
lysis was performed based on biological process , cell components and molecu-
lar functions. GO analysis revealed that , based on biological process, fragile re-
gions are highly enriched in genes involved with anatomical structure development 
(1.398448e-014) , circulatory system processes (p-value 1.77e-008), cell differentia-
tian (p-value 4.59e-004) , and morphogenesis (p-value 1.68e-001 ). Based on cellu-
lar component those regions are enriched in plasma-membrane (p-value 3.36e-04), 
proteinaceous extracellular matrix (p-value 3. 00e-5) , and cellular component (p-
value 3.45e-03). Finally, based on molecular functions , they were enriched only in 
nucleic acid binding t ranscription factor activity (p-value 8.06e-04). These results 
are represented in Figures 4. 17, 4.18, and 4.19, respectively. 
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CONCLUSION 
The dynamic nature of genomes and genome conservation among diverse species 
have interested biologists for several years. ow, we know that genomic regions 
are not uniformly conserved throughout genomes, and this level of conservation 
is not randomly distributed throughout the genome either. Three main charac-
teristics conduct to look for possible overlaps between genomic regions contri-
buting to evolutionary processes and regions t hat have higher probability to be 
cancer-associated. These characteristics are (1) non-random distribution of ge-
nomic rearrangements that drive human diseases (such as cancer) , (2) sèveral 
genomic markers are known to be associated with genome instability, (3) and me-
chanisms of genome rearrangements in both evolutionary and cancer-developing 
processes.Within the limits of this thesis , we focused on the development of a 
method to extract evolutionary rearrangements (breakpoints) , reconstruct evolu-
tionary history of breakpoints and statistically identify genomic regions that are 
enriched for breakpoints (fragile regions). 
Large genomic data for various species, improved sequencing and alignment me-
thods , as well as annotation on genomic functional elements paved the way to 
a better understanding of genome structure and function. One way of exploiting 
such technology is through comparative genome analyses. Comparative genomics 
is a powerful approach to extract evolutionary conserved and/ or highlight fragile 
regions. In this study, we conducted a comparative analysis of human with 11 
other vertebrates (10 mammals) to identify evolutionary breakpoints. Species se-
lection was performed based on their evolutionary relation with human as well as 
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the quality of their genome sequencing and assembly. Due to the quantity of ge-
nomic data and the required computational t ime to survey the whole genome, we 
limited this preliminary analysis to human chromosome 1. Chromosome 1 is one 
of the most ancient and longest human chromosome. This allowed us to develop, 
tune, test and improve our method on a simple human chromosome. 
With chromosome 1, we identified 40 ,525 syntenic regions that cover 47.03% of the 
chromosome. Phylogenetic analysis showed that about 70% of these regions have 
the same evolut ionary history as the species evolut ion. The discordance is mainly 
due to missing data and the quality of the alignment . These syntenic regions co-
vered about 40% of the chromosome. Over 90% of these regions are conserved 
in all primàtes . Other placenta! mammals share also from 60% to 88% of these 
regions with human as well . lt is important to notice, the identified breakpoints 
were not distributed randomly across the chromosome. This is coherent with pre-
vious studies (Pevzner and Tesler , 2003c; Peng et al. , 2006; Lemaitre et al. , 2009). 
Applying the LCA approach, we observed that almost all of those breakpoints 
are of reused type. To identify enrichment of breakpoint within genomic regions, 
we applied a sliding window approach. To decide on the length of the windows 
we scanned the chromosome with different sizes, ranges from 20 Kbp to 100 Kbp. 
The distribution of breakpoints using 70 Kbp window frames, was the closest to a 
normal distribution according to the goodness of fit. Hence, we cont inued our ana-
lysis with this frame size . The distribut ion of the breakpoints was normalized and 
' 
z-score computed. Then using a threshold for z-score > 2, fragile windows were 
identified. This means that any window that has a z-score greater than two would 
be categorized as a fragile window. Using this approach, 72 fragile regions were 
identified having a size ranging from 70 Kbp to 140 Kbp. These regions overlap 
with previously identified fragile sites and gene markers associated with human 
diseases. In addit ion these To have a better understanding of the functional signi-
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ficance of other associated genes, GO analysis was performed based on biological 
processes, cellular component, as well as molecular function. The result illustra-
ted the enrichment of those regions with genes associated mostly with anatomical 
structure. Based on cellular component, identified fragile regions are enriched in 
plasma-membrane and extracellular matrix. Finally, GO analysis highlighted the 
enrichment of regions with genes associated with nucleic acid binding transcrip-
tion factor activity. Further tests and analyses will be needed to investigate the 
role of identified fragile regions. 
In the future, we will add other algorithms for breakpoint identification of fragile 
regions. Since the design of the pipeline is completed , after several assessment , 
we will apply it to the whole human genome to better identify and correlate fra-
gile regions. This will be the starting point of our long term objective (in my 
PhD thesis) consisting of the study of the correlation between evolut ionary fragile 
regions and cancer-associated rearrangements. Renee, we will attempt to answer 
the following question : Are evolutionary fragile regions more susceptible to cancer 
rearrangements? To achieve this goal and answer to this question, we will continue 
this project by collecting cancer rearrangement data from previous published stu-
dies and databases (Kost-Alimova et al., 2003; Darai et al., 2005; Darai-Ramqvist 
et al., 2008). Then we will compare the affinity of these breakpoints to different 
identified genomic regions from previous steps using statistical analyses. The re-
sults of such study would highlight the genomic regions that have potentials to 
be rearranged in cancer development and suggest therapeutic targets. 
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ACRONYMS 
CFS Common Fragile Sites. 31 
CNV Copy Number Variation. 24 
DNA deoxyribonucleic acid. ix, 1, 3, 6, 12, 14, 22, 23, 28- 30 
EBV Epstein- Barr Virus. 30 
GRCh37 Genome Reference Consortium Human Reference 37. 51 
HBV Hepatitis B Virus. 30 
HGT Horizontal Gene Transfer. 20 
HPV Human Papilloma Virus. 30 
LCA Lowest Common Ancestor. ix, x, 19, 20 , 49 , 63 
LCR Low Copy Repeat. 23 
MSA Multiple Sequence Alignment. vi , 10, 15 , 18, 19 , 42 , 46, 53, 56, 57 
NAHR Non-Allelic Homologous Recombination. 23 
RN A ribonucleic acid. 6 
SCNA Somatic Copy Number Alterations. 29 
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GLOSSARY 
centromere "The constricted region of a chromosome that is the posit ion at 
which the pair of chromatids are held together. 11 (Brown, 2002) . 4 
Giemsa stain It is a stain that have more affinity to regions of chromosome 
t hat are enriched in AT bonding. This creates dark and light bands, which 
is specifie to each chromosome. Giemsa-banding (G-banding) is schematized 
with ideogram. These bands are used a.S map to genomic locations (Brown, 
2002; Library, 2013). ix, 4, 5 
MAF file format "The mult iple alignment format st ores a series of mult iple 
alignments in a format that is easy to parse and relatively easy to read. 
This format stores multiple alignments at the DNA level between entire 
genomes " (Rhead et al. , 2009). 39 , 40 , 42 
Newick format "The tree file it is represented by t he following sequence of prin-
table characters: (B,(A,C,E),D) ; The tree ends with a semicolon. The bot-
tommost node in t his t ree is an interior node, not a t ip . Interior nades are 
represented by a pair of matched parentheses. Between them are representa-
t ions of the no des that are immediately descended from that node, separated 
by commas . In t he above t ree, the immediate descendants are B, another 
interior node, and D. The other interior node is represented by a pair of 
parentheses, enclosing representations of its immediat e descendants, A, C, 
and E. In our example these happen to be t ips, but in general they could 
also be interior nades and t he result would be further nestings of paren-
theses, to any level.Tips are represented by their names. A name can be 
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any string of printable characters except blanks , colons, semicolons, paren-
theses, and square brackets. Because you may want to include a blank in a 
name, it is assumed that an underscore character (" _ ") stands for a blank; 
any of these in a name will be converted to a blank when it is read in. 
Any name may also be empty: a tree like (,(,,),); is allowed. Trees can be 
multifurcating l).t any level. Branch lengths can be incorporated into a tree 
by putting a real number, with or without decimal point , after a node and 
preceded by a colon. This represents the length of the branch immediately 
below that node. Thus the above tree might have lengths represented as: 
(B:6.0,(A:5.0 ,C:3.0,E:4.0):5.0,D:ll.O) ;" (PHYLIP , 2014) .. 46, 47 
nitrogenous base One of the purines ( two-carbon nitrogen ring bases), A and 
G, or pyrimidines (one-carbon nitrogen ring bases) C and T (U in RN A), 
that form part of the molecular structure of a nucleotide. 1 
pentose A sugar comprising five carbon atoms. 1 
Robinson and Foulds (RF) topological distance It is a metric system to 
calculate the number of modifications needed to couvert one topology to 
another .. 46, 57 
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